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Abstract 

This study examines China’s and Russia’s statecraft toward US allies and assesses the extent to which they weaken US 
alliances. Specifically, we examine six cases of Chinese and Russian strategies targeting US allies: Russia-Germany 
(2014–2018); Russia-Greece (2018–2019); Russia-Turkey (2016–2019); China-South Korea (2013–2017); China-
Australia (2016–2021); and China-Philippines (2016–2021). Among our findings, we conclude that China and Russia 
frequently exhibit an initial preference for reward-based strategies but often resort to coercive and subversive 
approaches after rewards fail. We also find that China’s and Russia’s use of coercion and subversion generally have a 
poor record of “wedging” success. In some cases, they simply fail. In others, they backfire, such as by triggering 
balancing responses that strengthen rather than weaken opposing alliances. The study concludes with 
recommendations for exploiting opportunities and mitigating risks associated with competitor wedge strategies. 
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Executive Summary 

The contest for allies and partners is among the most consequential domains of strategic 

competition. Because the US enjoys a worldwide network of alliances and partnerships, a key 

feature of this contest involves competitor efforts to weaken Washington’s advantage. The 

international relations literature describes such efforts to weaken, dissolve, or prevent 

opposing alliances as wedge strategies. The purpose of this study is to shine a light on the 

nature of contemporary Chinese and Russian wedge strategies, inform policies to promote 

their failure, and contribute to a growing scholarly literature on the phenomenon of alliance 

wedge strategies more broadly. 

Specifically, this study seeks answers to the following research questions: (1) What wedge 

strategy tendencies do China and Russia exhibit toward US alliances? (2) To what extent have 

these strategies succeeded, failed, or backfired on a given competitor? (3) What do the findings 

to the questions above reveal about which type of wedge strategy—carrot- or stick-based—is 

most likely to succeed? and (4) What conditions promote these outcomes? 

To answer these questions, this study examines six cases of Chinese and Russian statecraft 

targeting US alliances: 

1. Russia’s failure to reinforce German neutrality during the Ukraine crisis (2014–2018) 

2. Russia’s failure to divide Greece and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

over (North) Macedonia’s NATO membership (2018–2019) 

3. Russia’s success dividing Turkey and NATO through military sales (2016–2019) 

4. China’s failure to prevent South Korea’s deployment of the US military’s Terminal High 

Altitude Area Defense system (2013–2017) 

5. China’s failure to weaken the Australian-US alliance during Canberra’s last two 

governments (2016–2021) 

6. China’s mixed record in weakening the Philippines-US alliance during the 

administration of President Rodrigo Duterte (2016–2021)  

In addition to these six contemporary cases, this report also presents three historical wedge 

strategy cases: (1) Germany’s failed attempt to divide the Entente Cordiale between Britain 

and France during the First Moroccan Crisis (1904–1906), (2) the People’s Republic of China’s 

(PRC’s) failed attempt to prevent the US from concluding a mutual defense treaty with Taiwan 

during the First Taiwan Strait Crisis (1954–1955), and (3) the successful bid of the US to “flip” 

Egypt from a pro-Soviet proxy to an American partner in the 1970s. The combination of 

historical and contemporary cases positions us to contribute both to scholarly debates 

regarding the relative effectiveness of carrot-based (reward wedging) and stick-based 
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(coercive or subversive wedging) strategies and to policy discussions regarding how the US 

should counter competitor wedging efforts.  

Key findings 

The table below provides an overview of our findings concerning the types of strategies we 

observe in each of our cases and the associated outcomes.  

Case study findings on divider approaches and wedging outcomes 

Case 

Divider Approach to Target US 

Alliance 

Wedging 

Outcome 

C
o

n
te

m
p

o
ra

ry
 c

a
se

s 

Russia-Germany 

(2014–2018) 

Reward  Subversion Fail 

Russia-Greece 

(2018–2019) 

Subversion Fail 

Russia-Turkey 

(2016–2019) 

Reward Success 

China-South Korea 

(2013–2017) 

Reward  Coercion Mixed 

China-Australia 

(2016–2021) 

Subversion  Coercion Fail 

(+Blowback) 

China-Philippines 

(2016–2021) 

Coercion/Reward (simultaneous) Mixed 

H
is

to
ri

c
a
l 

c
a
se

s 

Germany-France (First 

Moroccan Crisis 1904–

1906) 

Coercion Fail 

(+Blowback) 

China-Taiwan (First Taiwan 

Strait Crisis 1954–1955) 

Coercion Fail 

(+Blowback) 

US-Egypt (Egyptian 

realignment in 1970s) 

Coercion    Reward Success 

Source: CNA. 

This table points to several key findings. First, among our contemporary cases, China and 

Russia frequently exhibit an initial preference for carrot (i.e., reward-based) strategies. Despite 

this initial preference, however, they often resort to coercive and subversive strategies after 

their rewards fail to produce positive wedging outcomes. 

Second, China’s and Russia’s coercive and subversive strategies have a poor record of 

accomplishment. In some cases, they simply fail. In others, Chinese and Russian strategies 

backfire, such as by triggering balancing responses that strengthen rather than weaken 

opposing alliances. This outcome is seen most clearly in the case of Australia, which, following 

years of PRC coercion and subversion, has drawn markedly closer to Washington, including 

reengaging with the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (the Quad) and forming the Australia-

United Kingdom-United States security partnership.  
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Third, our study provides evidence that reward-based wedge strategies are generally more 

effective than coercive or subversive strategies. Fourth, we demonstrate that the literature’s 

concept of reward power, or a state’s ability to credibly provide benefits to a target on that 

target’s priority issue(s), serves as a critical determinant of wedging outcomes in these cases. 

Implications and recommendations 

The finding that Beijing and Moscow frequently fail in their efforts to divide US alliances and 

occasionally strengthen rather than weaken them yields several implications and 

recommendations for US policy. They include the following: 

Exploit divider coercive and subversive wedging: The risks that dividers undertake in 

executing stick-based wedge strategies present opportunities to exploit. As long as China and 

Russia tend toward stick-based strategies, the US should posture itself to capitalize on partner 

nation balancing impulses.  

Seize a potentially transient window of opportunity: The Chinese and Russian 

governments adapt over time. If we can observe their poor record of wedging effectiveness, so 

can they. Washington should recognize the potentially transient nature of the current moment 

and pursue its more ambitious objectives vis-à-vis bilateral and multilateral relationships.  

Mitigate coercive and subversive wedging risks: Washington can take steps to mitigate the 

effect of competitor stick-based wedging. Recommendations include the following: (1) work 

with allies to offset their vulnerabilities to external coercion; (2) monitor attempts to subvert 

partner nation governments and, as appropriate, expose them; and (3) promote democracy-

building programs that deprive competitors of opportunities to subvert. 

Mitigate reward wedging risks: Because reward wedging is generally most effective, the US 

should consider the following steps to mitigate its effects: (1) monitor for areas in which China 

and Russia are comparatively better positioned to credibly offer US allies rewards of high 

value, (2) consolidate alliance-deepening priorities now to raise the costs of an ally’s defection 

later, and (3) deepen ties between US and partner nation institutions, such as security services, 

to hedge against the political variations of rotating leaders. 

Limit deeper Chinese-Russian alignment: The findings of this report suggest that 

Washington’s most effective wedge strategy option vis-à-vis China and Russia will likely 

eventually involve reward-based approaches toward either Beijing or Moscow. In the near 

term, however, geopolitical realities constrain Washington’s room for accommodation. 

Washington may find guidance in its past approaches to the Sino-Soviet alliance during the 

Cold War, when it deployed relatively coercive policies toward both competitors until fissures 

in their relationship created reward wedging opportunities. 
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Introduction 

America’s competitors seek to weaken US alliances and partnerships. President Joseph Biden 

affirmed as much when he warned the 2021 Munich Security Conference, “Putin seeks to 

weaken…the European project and our NATO Alliance.”1 Biden added at a North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) summit several months later, “Russia and China are both seeking to drive 

a wedge in our transatlantic solidarity.”2 No less, a November 2020 State Department report 

contends that China “seeks to diminish U.S. influence by fostering a sense in the region’s 

nations that China’s dominance is inevitable. Prime targets include U.S. treaty-based allies—

Japan, South Korea, Australia, Thailand, and the Philippines.”3 America’s military leaders agree; 

in June 2021, the US Navy Chief of Naval Operations testified to Congress that “China and Russia 

are rapidly mobilizing their militaries, attempting to undermine our alliances.”4  

Competitor “wedge strategies” drive at the heart of a vital US national security advantage. 

Indeed, the Biden Administration’s Interim National Security Strategic Guidance explicitly 

labels US alliances and partnerships as “America’s greatest strategic asset.”5 The Donald Trump 

Administration’s stated strategy similarly regarded America’s vast network of alliances as “the 

backbone of global security.”6 Indeed, essentially every US administration in the post-World 

War II era has extolled the virtues of US alliances.7 The reason for this consistent view is 

straightforward: at their core, alliances provide a means by which states gain and hold power 

over their competitors. As US national strategy embraces “strategic competition” with China 

1 Joseph R. Biden, “Remarks by President Biden at the 2021 Virtual Munich Security Conference,” (East Room, 

White House, Feb. 19, 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-

remarks/2021/02/19/remarks-by-president-biden-at-the-2021-virtual-munich-security-conference/. 

2 David M. Herszenhorn and Rym Momtaz, “NATO Leaders See Rising Threats from China, But Not Eye to Eye With 

Each Other,” Politico, June 14, 2021, 2021, https://www.politico.eu/article/nato-leaders-see-rising-threats-from-

china-but-not-eye-to-eye-with-each-other/. 

3 The Policy Planning Staff, The Elements of the China Challenge, U.S. Department of State, Nov. 2021, https://2017-

2021.state.gov/the-elements-of-the-china-challenge/index.html. 

4 Full Committee Hearing: Department of the Navy Fiscal Year 2022 Budget Request, YouTube: U.S. House Armed 

Services Committee, June 15, 2021). 

5 Joseph R. Biden, Interim National Security Guidance, The White House, Mar. 2021, 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NSC-1v2.pdf. 

6 Department of Defense, Summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy of the United States of America: 

Sharpening the American Military's Competitive Edge, 2018, 

https://dod.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/2018-National-Defense-Strategy-Summary.pdf. 

7 Stephen M. Walt, The Origins of Alliances,  (New York, NY: Cornell University Press, 1990), 3. 
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and Russia, the contest for allies and partners is likely to emerge as among the most 

consequential domains of that competition. 

As part of the contest for allies and partners, America’s competitors can increase their relative 

power over the US in two ways: (1) adding to their list of friends or (2) subtracting from 

Washington’s list of friends. The international relations literature describes the latter, which 

can include efforts to preclude, dissolve, or weaken opposing alliances, as wedge strategies.8  

Wedge strategies have long been a feature of strategic competition. The ancient Chinese 

strategist Sun Tzu famously counsels “to attack [enemy] alliances.” “When he is united, divide 

him,” adds Sun Tzu, and “make [allies] mutually suspicious so that they drift apart.”9 

Machiavelli later writes, “Whenever there are many powers united against another power…by 

using a little industry, he will be able to disunite the very many and to weaken the body that 

was mighty.”10

It is good advice—successful wedge strategies can produce significant strategic outcomes. 

Take, for example, Great Britain’s successful bid to prevent fascist Spain from aligning with 

Nazi Germany in World War II. Concerned by Hitler’s march through Europe in 1940, London 

(in concert with Washington) offered cash-strapped Madrid a generous package of economic 

assistance in exchange for Spanish non-belligerence. In doing so, London likely prevented 

German forces from taking Gibraltar and controlling access to the Mediterranean Sea.11 

Consider, too, Washington’s successful realignment of Egypt from a Soviet client to an 

American partner during the heart of the Cold War. Before and during the 1973 Arab-Israeli 

War, Cairo sat firmly within the Soviet camp, providing Moscow with access to the region and 

fighting proxy wars against Israel that pitted Soviet against American arms. After the 1973 war, 

the US engineered Cairo’s realignment through a combination of coercive and accommodating 

measures and thus gained geopolitical dominance of the region for the remainder of the 

Cold War. 

8 Timothy W. Crawford, “Preventing Enemy Coalitions: How Wedge Strategies Shape Power Politics,” International 

Security 35, no. 4 (2011), accessed 11/15/2021, doi: 10.1162/ISEC_a_00036, 

https://doi.org/10.1162/ISEC_a_00036. 

9 Quoted in Yasuhiro Izumikawa, “To Coerce or Reward? Theorizing Wedge Strategies in Alliance Politics,” Security 

Studies 22, no. 3 (2013): 502, doi: 10.1080/09636412.2013.816121, 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09636412.2013.816121. 

10 Quoted in Timothy W. Crawford, “Wedge Strategy, Balancing, and the Deviant Case of Spain, 1940-41,” Security 

Studies 17 (2008): 1-2. 

11 Timothy W. Crawford, The Power to Divide: Wedge Strategies in Great Power Competition,  (New York, NY: 

Cornell University Press, 2021), 133. doi: 978-1501754715. 
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By the same token, an ill-advised or poorly executed wedge strategy can backfire. Before World 

War I, German attempts to break up the British-French Entente Cordiale through coercive 

tactics ultimately drove London and Paris closer together. In the 1950s, the fledgling People’s 

Republic of China (PRC) sought to prevent Washington from extending a formal defense 

commitment to Taiwan by demonstrating its willingness to use military force. The logic of this 

approach was to threaten Washington with the risk of entrapment in another war in Asia. In 

the event, however, PRC aggression prompted the opposite reaction: US leaders feared the 

reputation costs of abandoning Taiwan and ultimately extended it the mutual defense 

treaty (MDT) that Beijing hoped to prevent. 

Despite the geopolitical significance of wedge strategy outcomes, the scholarly literature on 

this phenomenon is relatively limited.12 There is little consensus, for example, regarding when 

and under what conditions wedge strategies succeed. The academic literature tends to 

prioritize historical as opposed to contemporary casework. This prioritization is 

understandable given the clarity of hindsight and the relative accessibility of historical sources, 

but it leaves open many questions about the nature of the contemporary challenge US alliances 

face today. The purpose of this report is to address these gaps by applying the existing 

foundations of the wedge strategy literature to contemporary Chinese and Russian efforts to 

weaken US alliances, both to better understand them and to inform US policies to promote 

their failure. 

Research questions 

The overarching goals of this report are to provide a systematic survey of contemporary 

Chinese and Russian wedge strategies, assess their effectiveness, and inform US strategies to 

counter and exploit them. To that end, the report seeks answers to the following 

research questions: 

1. What wedge strategy tendencies do China and Russia exhibit toward US alliances? 

2. To what extent have these strategies succeeded, failed, or backfired on a given 

competitor? 

3. What do the findings to the questions above reveal about which type of wedge 

strategy—carrot- or stick-based—is most likely to succeed? 

4. What conditions promote these outcomes? 

 
12 Notable exceptions include: Crawford, “Preventing Enemy Coalitions: How Wedge Strategies Shape Power 

Politics.”; Izumikawa, “To Coerce or Reward? Theorizing Wedge Strategies in Alliance Politics.” 
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Approach 

To address these questions, we first conducted a literature review on alliance wedge strategies 

to identify key concepts and debates, especially concerning wedge strategy effectiveness. 

Concurrent with the literature review, we conducted original research on three historical cases 

to operationalize key concepts and to increase the available data against which to examine 

when wedge strategies succeed, fail, or backfire. 

Next, we completed six contemporary cases involving China and Russia. These cases examine 

Chinese and Russian statecraft toward US alliances within specifically defined scope periods to 

assess discernable wedging outcomes. We also discuss in these cases the extent to which 

certain approaches may have produced negative outcomes, or “blowback,” on the states 

directing them.  

After we collected our data and analyzed our cases, we convened two expert roundtables (one 

on China and one on Russia) composed of academic scholars and former US government 

officials to discuss our findings and policy prescriptions. 

Organization 

This report is organized into three parts. The first part outlines key concepts and debates in 

the alliance wedge strategy literature and presents our own independent research to inform 

those debates by way of three short cases of historical wedge strategy episodes. 

The second part examines six cases of contemporary Chinese and Russian efforts to weaken 

US alliances. This part opens with a discussion of our methodological approach to the study of 

contemporary wedge strategies and then presents three cases each involving Chinese and 

Russian approaches to US allies and alliances. The third part presents the analysis of our 

findings and a discussion of their implications for US policy. 
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Part I: Key Concepts, Debates and 

Historical Cases 

Key concepts and debates 

Although the study of alliance wedge strategies is relatively nascent, several scholars have built 

a valuable foundation on which to draw. In his leading work on the topic, Timothy Crawford 

defines a wedge strategy as a “state’s attempt to prevent, break up, or weaken a threatening or 

blocking alliance.”13 The state directing a wedge strategy in this formulation is termed a divider, 

and the object of its efforts is a target.  

Crawford outlines two general types of wedge strategy approaches. The first involves 

accommodating or reward-based approaches in which a divider state “uses concessions and 

other inducements to lure a target away from other adversaries.”14 In the 1939 Molotov-

Ribbentrop Pact, Hitler successfully forestalled Moscow’s alignment with Britain and France 

by granting Stalin territorial concessions in Eastern Europe. These concessions enabled Hitler 

to concentrate military resources in Western Europe without fear of a two-front war. 

The second approach involves confrontation or coercion, what Yasuhiro Izumikawa labels 

coercive wedging. Coercive wedging entails the sending of negative sanctions such as threats 

or punishments in the hope that “consistent toughness and intimidation will expose and 

exacerbate gaps in the adversaries' strategic interests, increasingly strain their ability to 

cooperate, and precipitate defections.”15 According to Izumikawa, the Dwight Eisenhower 

Administration’s 1953 decision to continue an economic embargo on the PRC led Beijing to 

request support from the Soviet Union at a time when Moscow was struggling to meet domestic 

demands, exacerbating frictions that later contributed to the Sino-Soviet rift.16  

Although not typically a feature of the wedge strategy literature, we posit that subversion, or 

subversive wedging, constitutes a third and distinct approach to conducting wedge strategies. 

In a 2020 article on great power use of subversion, William C. Wohlforth defines the act of 

subversion as follows: 

13 Crawford, “Preventing Enemy Coalitions: How Wedge Strategies Shape Power Politics,” 156. 

14 Ibid., 161. 

15 Ibid. 

16 Izumikawa, “To Coerce or Reward? Theorizing Wedge Strategies in Alliance Politics,” 533. 
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Subversion in international politics is statecraft designed to directly influence 
domestic politics in a target in a manner prejudicial to its foreign policy 
interests. It falls into two categories: weakening the target; and altering the 
target’s policy from the path the target’s government initially intends to 
follow.17  

For our purposes, three elements of this definition deserve mention. First, subversion can 

involve “altering the target’s policy” and thus can be used for wedging. Second, subversive 

wedging is distinct from both reward-based and coercive wedging. The distinguishing feature 

involves where the tool of statecraft takes place: rewards and coercion involve mechanisms of 

statecraft that operate external to a target, meaning that they aim to change the strategic 

environment outside of a target’s borders to influence the target’s cost-benefit calculations. 

Wohlforth explains, “Diplomacy, balancing, positive incentives (trade deals, market access, aid, 

etc.), deterrence, coercion, sanctions – all these operate by affecting the strategic environment 

the target state faces.”18 Subversion, in contrast, takes place internally within a target: “What 

causes change in a target’s behaviour…[are] changes induced domestically that would not 

have occurred or had consequential effects on the target’s power or policy but for the 

intervener’s agency.”19 Third, although distinct from both reward-based and coercive wedging, 

subversive wedging does share coercive wedging’s “prejudicial” intent. The tactics of 

subversion can involve reward-like bribes or coercive blackmail, to be sure, but in seeking to 

harm, weaken, or undermine a target, the act of subversion is more akin to coercion than to 

reward wedging, which by its very nature connotes providing a target with something that it 

wants or perceives to be beneficial. For this reason, we include both coercion and subversion 

in the broader category of “stick-based wedging” for the purpose of our analysis in the final 

section of the report. 

In terms of objectives, dividers use carrot- and stick-based (coercion and subversion) wedge 

strategies in pursuit of a range of outcomes. At one end of the spectrum, a divider may  

seek to convince a target to switch sides between two competing alliance blocs. Such 

dramatic flip-flops are rare, however, and dividers can still increase their strategic position 

through more modest wedging outcomes, such as by inducing a target’s neutrality, dividing an 

opposing alliance on one or more specific policy issues, or preventing the formation of a 

new partnership.20  

 
17 William C Wohlforth, “Realism and Great Power Subversion,” International Relations 34, no. 4 (2020), doi: 

10.1177/0047117820968858. 

18 Ibid., 461. 

19 Ibid., 462. 

20 Crawford, The Power to Divide: Wedge Strategies in Great Power Competition, 17. 
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Reward versus coercive wedging effectiveness 

The relative effectiveness of reward versus coercive wedging remains a topic of debate in the 

literature. Crawford, for his part, argues that reward-based strategies are more likely to 

succeed than coercive ones, especially if they (1) seek relatively modest aims (e.g., inducing 

neutrality as opposed to realignment) and (2) attempt to reinforce a target’s existing position 

rather than change its position one way or another.21 The logic of this argument is intuitive. 

First, pursuing a strategy of relatively modest aims reduces a target’s cost of compliance. It is 

less costly for a target to, say, stay neutral than it is to defect from an alliance. Second, it is 

easier to catch a fly with honey than with vinegar. Coercive wedging entails the risk of elevating 

a target’s threat perception, a dynamic that could trigger a balancing response in which the 

opposing bloc binds closer together rather than farther apart. In this case, the divider’s wedge 

strategy proves counterproductive.22 

Izumikawa, however, “strongly challenges Crawford’s assertion that reward wedging is more 

effective than coercive wedging,” contending that “coercive wedging and reward wedging are 

equally viable forms of alliance statecraft.”23 In raising these arguments, Izumikawa highlights 

the lack of consensus on the relative efficacy of reward and coercive wedging. He also 

underscores the need for more research to “distinguish the conditions under which coercive 

and reward wedging strategies may work.”24 Among those conditions, Izumikawa’s work 

illuminates the importance of the concept of reward power, or a divider’s ability to reward a 

target, as a driver of wedge strategy outcomes.25 

In the next section, we provide three historical cases to illustrate the concepts introduced in 

this literature review and to expand the empirical data against which to examine the relative 

effectiveness of competing wedge strategy approaches. 

Historical cases 

In this section, we provide three cases of historical wedge strategy episodes. The purpose of 

these cases is twofold: (1) to operationalize the key concepts described in the literature review, 

including the ways in which wedge strategies can succeed, fail, or even backfire; and (2) to 

increase the available data against which to explore the relative effectiveness of carrot- and 

 
21 Crawford, “Preventing Enemy Coalitions: How Wedge Strategies Shape Power Politics,” 157. 

22 Ibid., 162. 

23 Izumikawa, “To Coerce or Reward? Theorizing Wedge Strategies in Alliance Politics,” 529-530. 

24 Ibid., 530. 

25 Ibid., 501. 
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stick-based wedging, which we assess in the findings and implications section at the end of this 

report. Although these three cases will not in and of themselves produce a generalizable theory, 

they will inform discussion about wedge strategy effectiveness and, in conjunction with the 

contemporary cases we present in the next section, represent a significant contribution to the 

overall number of cases available in the scholarly literature. 

We outline the following three historical episodes in this section: (1) Germany’s failed attempt 

to divide France and the United Kingdom (UK) through coercive wedging during the First 

Moroccan Crisis (1904–1906), (2) the PRC’s failed coercive wedging attempt to prevent a 

US-Taiwan MDT during the First Taiwan Strait Crisis (1954–1955), and (3) America’s 

successful reward-based strategy to realign Egypt from Soviet client to American partner in 

the 1970s.  

We selected these cases given their notable parallels to today’s geopolitical context. In the First 

Moroccan Crisis, Germany represents a rising power seeking to overtake a status quo–oriented 

Great Britain. The First Taiwan Strait Crisis involves both a divider (the PRC) and a geopolitical 

issue (PRC designs on Taiwan) that remain salient today. Both episodes, moreover, highlight 

the ways in which coercive wedging can backfire on a divider. Egypt’s realignment represents 

a rare and dramatic instance of alliance switching. 

Case 1: First Moroccan Crisis (1904–1906) 

Summary 

The first historical case takes place during the First Moroccan Crisis of 1904–1906, when 

Germany attempted a coercive wedge strategy to divide Britain and France. We show below 

that German coercion initially paid off in the form of French compliance to German interests, 

but Berlin overplayed its hand and ultimately drove London and Paris closer together.  

Brief history 

In April 1904, France and Britain concluded the Entente Cordiale, an agreement that codified 

French recognition of British interests in Egypt in exchange for British recognition of French 

interests in Morocco. Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II bristled at this agreement, viewing it as a 

vehicle for his European rivals to exclude and contain Berlin.26 The Kaiser thus resolved to 

drive a wedge between France and Britain by challenging French claims in Morocco to show 

Paris that London would not come to its aid.  

To signal his opposition to French claims, in March 1905, Kaiser Wilhelm made a surprise and 

dramatic appearance at the Moroccan port city of Tangier, where he spoke of his country’s 

 
26 Raymond J. Sontag, “German Foreign Policy, 1904-1906,” The American Historical Review 33, no. 2 (1928): 285, 

doi: 10.2307/1837011, https://dx.doi.org/10.2307/1837011. 
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respect for Moroccan independence and asserted his expectation that Germany would receive 

the same trade and commercial benefits as other European powers. Berlin also argued 

internationally that France’s conduct violated an 1881 international agreement recognizing 

Moroccan independence.27 

The German strategy produced some initial success. The British were indeed reluctant to risk 

conflict with Germany over Morocco, and France, with little recourse, at first moved to reach 

an accommodation with Germany.28 French prime minister Maurice Rouvier even dismissed 

foreign minister Theophile Delcasse for bungling diplomacy with Germany over the issue and 

assured Berlin that there would be no changes to the status quo in Morocco.29 If the story ended 

there, German coercive wedging may well have recorded a win. 

But the Germans pressed their luck. Berlin declined Prime Minister Rouvier’s offer of bilateral 

negotiations to resolve the crisis and instead insisted on a multinational conference to 

recognize German interests. This move raised alarms in Britain, however, as did Berlin’s  

efforts to strengthen ties with Russia during the same period. France, in the meantime, secured 

multinational support for its position through side payments to Britain, Russia, Italy, and Spain. 

The ensuing Algeciras conference in January 1906 ended in favor of the French  

position. As the scholar Richard Clark concludes, “The efforts of the German government to 

[overcome] German isolation were thus a resounding failure. The Anglo-French Entente was 

strengthened rather than weakened by the German challenge to France in Morocco.”30 

Case 2: First Taiwan Strait Crisis (1954–1955) 

Summary 

The second historical case involves the PRC’s failed coercive wedge strategy vis-à-vis Taiwan 

and the US during the 1954–1955 Taiwan Strait Crisis. In fact, PRC coercive wedging did not 

merely fail to achieve its goal but, much like Germany’s wedge strategy in the First Moroccan 

Crisis, it backfired on Beijing by pushing Washington and Taipei closer together. Whereas the 

PRC calculated that sustained military aggression against the Taiwanese would underscore the 

risk of entrapment to the US, Beijing’s use of force in fact raised even greater fears in the 

Eisenhower Administration about Washington’s reputation as a reliable security partner. As a 

 
27 Ibid.; “March 31: The First Moroccan Crisis,” History.com, https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/the-

first-moroccan-crisis. 

28 Sontag, “German Foreign Policy, 1904-1906,” 289-290. 

29 Ibid., 290. 

30 Christopher Clark, The Sleepwalkers: How Europe Went to War in 1914,  (New York, NY: Harper Perennial, 2012), 

157. 
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result, the US concluded an MDT with Taipei, a security guarantee that Taiwan had long  

sought and China had hoped to forestall.31 

Brief history 

At the conclusion of the Chinese Civil War in 1949, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 

consolidated power on the mainland, and the Nationalist (GMD) government led by Jiang Jieshi 

took refuge on the island of Taiwan. Although the US had protected Taiwan since 1950, Jiang 

wanted the American defense commitment formalized in an MDT, a pact that Beijing was 

determined to prevent and Washington was initially hesitant to support.  

PRC leadership adopted a coercive wedge strategy to preclude the formation of a US-Taiwan 

MDT. At a July 1954 Politburo meeting, CCP Chairman Mao Zedong stated that the CCP needed 

to “think of some measures to destroy the possibility of the US and Taiwan signing a treaty.”32 

On September 3, 1954, the PRC began shelling the important GMD-held island of Jinmen in an 

effort to demonstrate its resolve on the issue and to illustrate to Washington the potential costs 

of defending Taiwan.33 

PRC aggression toward Taiwan imposed a dilemma on the US. The Eisenhower Administration 

was reluctant to risk war with the PRC but eager to maintain the credibility of its security 

commitments in Asia. Ultimately, after the continuation of PRC aggression, the US offered 

Jiang Jieshi his longed-for MDT.  

Still further, after yet another PRC campaign against the GMD-controlled Dachen Islands in 

January 1955—which the People’s Liberation Army’s chief of general staff acknowledged was 

for the purpose of probing “the scope of the so-called defense treaty”—Secretary of State John 

Foster Dulles expressed concern that US inaction would have “a bad effect on our prestige in 

the area.”34 The administration subsequently lobbied Congress to pass the Formosa Resolution, 

authorizing the use of military force in various Taiwan-related contingencies, including the 

authority to attack the Chinese mainland.35 In sum, although China’s coercive statecraft 

revealed that the US defense commitment to the GMD had limits, it failed to achieve its intended 

goal and on balance helped to strengthen ties between Washington and Taipei.  

 
31 Robert Accinelli, Crisis and Commitment: United States Foreign Policy Toward Taiwan, 1950-1955 (Chapel Hill, 

NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 152. 

32 M. Taylor Fravel, Strong Borders, Secure Nation: Cooperation and Conflict in China's Territorial Disputes,  

(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 237. 

33 Ibid., 239. 

34 Ibid.; Iain D. Henry, “What Allies Want: Reconsidering Loyalty, Reliability, and Alliance Interdependence,” 

International Security 44, no. 4 (2020), doi: https://doi.org/10.1162/isec_a_00375. 

35 Robert Accinelli, “Eisenhower, Congress, and the 1954-55 Offshore Island Crisis,” Presidential Studies Quarterly 

20, no. 2 (1990). 
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Case 3: Egyptian realignment in the 1970s 

Summary 

The third historical case involves the successful US bid to bring about Egyptian realignment 

away from the Soviet Union and toward the US in the 1970s. Here we show that the US 

successfully drove a wedge between Cairo and Moscow through the sequential application of 

coercive and reward-based measures toward Egypt. This strategy worked because the US 

possessed a relative reward power advantage over the Soviet Union in terms of its ability to 

facilitate Israel’s return of the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt and provide sufficient economic 

assistance to meet Cairo’s requirements. 

Brief history 

Egypt entered the 1970s as a Soviet proxy but was nonetheless keen to enlist American support 

in pressuring the Israelis to return the Sinai Peninsula, which Israel conquered in the 1967 

Arab-Israeli War. The Richard Nixon Administration, for its part, was of two minds about Cairo. 

On the one hand, national security advisor and later secretary of state Henry Kissinger 

recognized Egypt as being critical to his Middle East policy objectives. On the other hand, 

Kissinger writes that he “opposed, as a matter of principle, any concessions to Egypt so long as 

[its leadership] relied on anti-Western rhetoric buttressed by the presence of Soviet combat 

troops.”36 Washington thus declined Egyptian president Anwar Sadat’s requests for support 

vis-à-vis Israel during the first few years of the 1970s. After the Egyptians (and Syrians) 

initiated the 1973 Arab-Israeli War and achieved notable early gains on the back of Soviet arms, 

the US provided critical military and diplomatic support to Israel as it turned the tide of war 

against the Arabs. 

Only after the Israelis routed the Egyptians on the battlefield and Washington assured itself of 

Egypt’s willingness to cooperate with Washington on acceptable terms did US policy toward 

Egypt transition to a more accommodating approach. Toward the end of the war, the 

Americans pressured Israel to spare the lives of a surrounded Egyptian Armed Forces division. 

After the war, Washington orchestrated Israel’s withdrawal from the Sinai Peninsula—Israel’s 

first-ever withdrawal from occupied Arab territory—and provided Cairo with generous 

financial assistance. In doing so, the US achieved for Sadat through diplomacy what Moscow 

failed to achieve through military assistance. Egypt’s subsequent signing of a US-mediated 

peace treaty with Israel, along with Cairo’s acceptance of US economic and military assistance, 

consolidated its new position in the American camp. The US, in other words, succeeded in its 

wedge strategy by providing the Egyptians what the Soviets could not. 

 
36 Henry Kissinger, Years of Upheaval,  (New York, NY: Little Brown & Co., 1982), 201-202. 
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Indeed, another important finding from this historical episode is that third-party actors (in 

addition to dividers and targets) can play crucial if not decisive roles in wedge strategy 

outcomes. In this case, Egypt’s preexisting allies the Soviet Union and Syria, who as we note 

above lacked the reward power to meet Sadat’s priority interests, attempted throughout the 

1970s to bind the Egyptians to their camp through threats and punishments, reinforcing 

Cairo’s assessment that its future lay elsewhere. The Egyptians, in the end, chose American 

carrots over Soviet and Arab sticks.37 

 

 
37 David Wallsh, “Switching Sides: Foreign Policy Realignment in Egypt and Syria, 1970-2000,” (Ph.D. Dissertation, 

Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, 2018). 
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Part II: Contemporary Chinese and 

Russian Wedge Strategies 

Part II of this study presents six cases involving Chinese and Russian efforts to weaken 

US alliances. We first examine Russian approaches toward Germany (2014–2018), Greece 

(2018–2019), and Turkey (2016–2019). We then survey Chinese strategies toward South 

Korea (2013–2017), Australia (2016–2021), and the Philippines (2016–2021). 

We selected these cases for two reasons. First, each target country is a US treaty ally. As 

mentioned in the introduction, US treaty allies form the foundation of the US position in Europe 

and Asia and, as such, constitute the most valuable type of targets for a divider to peel away 

from Washington. By focusing on the most consequential type of partner, we focus our study 

on the most consequential competitor wedging effort. Methodologically, this decision also 

allows us to control for variation in divider approaches and target responses that may be due 

to the existence of an MDT. 

A second advantage of our case selection is the variation in relative “hardness” of each target. 

Australia is among the most stalwart of US treaty allies. It is a democracy that shares common 

political values as well as cultural and linguistic bonds with the US, and its geographic location 

makes it less vulnerable to Chinese military aggression than, say, Thailand or the Philippines. 

“If China can break Australia,” explains Lowy Institute senior fellow Richard McGregor, “then 

that’s a step to breaking U.S. power in Asia, and U.S. credibility globally.”38 In contrast, US treaty 

ally Turkey represents relatively low-hanging fruit for Moscow given Ankara’s democratic 

backslide and a multitude of Turkish grievances against the US and its NATO allies in Europe. 

Before proceeding, two methodological points associated with the study of contemporary 

wedge strategies deserve mention. First, contemporary wedge strategy episodes are by 

definition ongoing and therefore unclear in their state of play. Does China’s inability to prevent 

South Korea from deploying the US military’s Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) 

missile defense system represent a failed coercive wedge strategy or a mere hiccup in what 

may later be viewed as a successful effort to pressure Seoul to limit more substantive US-South 

Korean security cooperation? Analysts of current affairs lack the historian’s privileged 

hindsight in identifying clear beginning, middle, and end points to such events. To address this 

concern, we begin each case by clearly articulating the bounds of the scope period under 

 
38 Michael Schuman, “China Discovers the Limits of Its Power,” The Atlantic, July 28, 2021, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2021/07/china-australia-america/619544/. 
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scrutiny, recognizing that reasonable arguments could be made for either longer or shorter 

time horizons in each case. 

A second challenge involves determining the intent of Chinese or Russian statecraft. How does 

one know, for example, whether Russian arms sales to Turkey are designed to drive a wedge 

between Ankara and NATO rather than simply to make money? Or whether Chinese 

assertiveness toward Philippine interests in the South China Sea (SCS) is deliberately designed 

to exacerbate tensions between Manila and Washington rather than simply to advance 

Beijing’s maritime and territorial interests? Definitive primary source evidence confirming 

Chinese or Russian intent is often difficult to obtain outside the halls of power in Beijing and 

Moscow. Nevertheless, the challenges posed by contemporary Chinese and Russian efforts to 

weaken US alliances demand attention. 

To deal with this challenge, we posit the overarching assumption that China and Russia 

generally aim to weaken US alliances as part of their national strategies. This is hardly a 

stretch. Senior Chinese and Russian officials and authoritative policy documents make clear 

that Beijing and Moscow view US alliances to be inimical to their interests.39 Biden 

Administration officials certainly share the assumption, and scholars have spilled considerable 

ink on the subject.40  

Accordingly, we label China and Russia as known dividers and examine their policies toward a 

given target within a specified time period. In other words, we assume a general intent to 

divide while remaining conservative in our judgments about the specific intent of individual 

Chinese and Russian policies. This assumption also guides our approach to determining 

whether the cases we examine qualify as wedging successes, failures, or blowback.  In some 

cases, to be sure, intent is relatively clear and effectiveness can be assessed against explicit 

objectives, such as China’s aim to prevent Seoul from deploying THAAD. Absent such 

 
39 Russian National Security Strategy, December 2015, Russian Federation Presidential Edict 683, (Dec. 31, 2015), 

https://www.russiamatters.org/sites/default/files/media/files/2015%20National%20Security%20Strategy%20

ENG_0.pdf ; Vladimir Putin, “Speech and the Following Discussion at the Munich Conference on Security Policy,” 

(Munich, Germany, Feb. 10, 2007), http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/24034; “The 4th 

Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA) Summit Held in Shanghai Xi Jinping 

Presides over the Summit and Delivers Important Speech, Advocating Common, Comprehensive, Cooperative and 

Sustainable Security in Asia for New Progress in Security Cooperation of Asia,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 

People’s Republic of China, May 21, 2014, 

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/yzxhxzyxrcshydscfh/t1162057.shtml. 

40Elbridge A. Colby, The Strategy of Denial: American Defense in an Age of Great Power Conflict,  (New Haven, CT: 

Yale University Press, 2021); Mira Rapp-Hooper, Shields of the Republic: The Triumph and Peril of America’s 

Alliances,  (Boston, MA: Harvard University Press, 2020); Aaron L. Friedberg, “Competing with China,” Survival 60, 

no. 3 (2018): 31, doi: 10.1080/00396338.2018.1470755, https://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00396338.2018.1470755; 

Crawford, The Power to Divide: Wedge Strategies in Great Power Competition; Andrew D. Taffer, “Threat and 

opportunity: Chinese wedging in the Senkaku/Diaoyu dispute,” Asian Security 16, no. 2 (2020), doi: 

10.1080/14799855.2019.1567493, https://dx.doi.org/10.1080/14799855.2019.1567493.  
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explicitness, however, we assess the effect of Chinese or Russian statecraft by evaluating its 

influence within a given time scope on a target’s relationship with the US. 
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Russia Fails to Reinforce German 

Neutrality in the Ukraine Crisis (2014–

2018)  

This section examines Russian efforts to weaken Germany’s alignment with the US, NATO, and 

Europe and induce relatively even-handed policies toward Moscow during the 2014 Ukraine 

crisis. The section begins by surveying “steady-state” Russian wedge strategies directed 

toward Berlin in the Putin era and then examines specific efforts to incentivize German 

neutrality during the Ukraine crisis.  

Russian wedge strategies toward Germany are important to examine for several reasons. For 

one, Germany is a heavyweight in European decision-making and among the most influential 

members of the transatlantic NATO alliance. Berlin often plays a decisive role in whether, say, 

the European Union (EU) sanctions Moscow or NATO deploys rotational forces to the Baltics. 

As one former US ambassador to Germany explains, “As goes Germany, so goes Europe. As goes 

Europe, so goes American foreign policy.”41  

The German case also yields broader insights into Russian wedging. Berlin is so ingrained in 

the transatlantic alliance that Moscow’s objectives and approaches toward Germany will 

illuminate Russian statecraft toward other staunch US allies. At the same time, idiosyncrasies 

in the Russian-German relationship, including historical interdependence and the presence of 

several German communities primed to sympathize with Russia (so-called Russlandversteher, 

or those who understand Russia), present Moscow with demographic pressure points that can 

also be found elsewhere.  

The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, we begin with an overview of 

Russian-German relations and a survey of contemporary Russian approaches to limiting 

German alignment with the West. We then examine Russian wedge strategies toward Germany 

during the 2014 Ukraine crisis. We argue that Russia initially sought to encourage and maintain 

German distance from hardline Western positions by accommodating Berlin’s desire for 

conflict resolution diplomacy. After Chancellor Angela Merkel concluded that President 

Vladimir Putin was not serious about diplomacy and was more committed to his military aims 

in Ukraine, however, she mobilized European opposition against him. The Kremlin then found 

little recourse but to shift the emphasis of its strategy to undermining Merkel’s leadership and 

empowering alternative voices. We conclude that, although Russia might prefer to dislodge 

41 As Goes Germany, So Goes Europe, Says Former German Ambassador: CNBC, (Apr. 27, 2018), TV Interview. 
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Berlin from its Western commitments by quietly courting individuals and businesses, Putin’s 

instinct to use military force in Ukraine—itself a wedge strategy intended to forestall Kiev’s 

Western drift—came at the cost of uniting German political factions and Western nations 

against him.  

Background 

Contemporary German leaders tend to approach Moscow with less fear than their Eastern 

European neighbors and with a greater motivation to cooperate than their allies to the West. 

Indeed, Germany’s vast size and dynamic economy insulate Berlin from Russian aggression, 

whereas business interests, geographic proximity, and deep historical legacies incentivize a 

pragmatic bilateral relationship. In the 1970s, German chancellor Willy Brandt championed 

the policy of Ostpolitik (Eastern policy), also known as Wandel durch Annäherung (Change 

through Rapprochement), which sought détente with Moscow through political and economic 

cooperation. The legacy of Ostpolitik remains influential in the post–Cold War era.42  

Russian steady-state approaches toward Germany in the Putin 

era 

Russian efforts to encourage daylight between Berlin and the West transcend any one period 

or crisis. Examples of Cold War wedging intrigue abound. In 1959, Soviet agents conspired to 

vandalize a West German synagogue to instigate copycat events that reportedly raised 

questions in the West about Bonn’s fitness as a NATO ally.43 In the early 1980s, Moscow 

launched what former German chancellor Helmut Kohl denounced as a “massive propaganda 

campaign of interference in West German affairs” in a failed attempt to prevent the deployment 

of US Pershing 2 missiles to West Germany.44 The list goes on. 

More recently, Putin’s Russia has exhibited a general preference for influencing Berlin by 

promoting a positive vision of a unified Europe and discreetly courting German political and 

42 Jeffrey Mankoff, With Friends Like These: Assessing Russian Influence in Germany, CSIS Europe, Russia, and 

Eurasia Program, July 2020, https://www.csis.org/analysis/friends-these-assessing-russian-influence-germany. 

43 Laura Daniels, “Russian Active Measures in Germany and the United States: Analog Lessons from the Cold War,” 

War on the Rocks, Sept. 27, 2017, https://warontherocks.com/2017/09/russian-active-measures-in-germany-

and-the-united-states-analog-lessons-from-the-cold-war/. 

44 James M. Markham, “First U.S. Pershing Missiles Delivered in West Germany,” New York TImes, Nov. 24, 1983, 

https://www.nytimes.com/1983/11/24/world/first-us-pershing-missiles-delivered-in-west-germany.html; 

Andrew S. Weiss, Vladimir Putin’s Political Meddling Revives Old KGB Tactics, Carnegie Endowment for 

International Peace, Feb. 17, 2017, https://carnegieendowment.org/2017/02/17/vladimir-putin-s-political-

meddling-revives-old-kgb-tactics-pub-68043. 
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business elites, whether in support of specific policies such as sanctions relief or positive 

Russian-German relations more broadly.45  

The former approach involves public advocacy for a “Euro-Atlantic” community in which 

Russia is a leading member to replace the status quo transatlantic alliance of which Moscow is 

a target. At the 2007 Munich Security Conference, Putin denounced the US-led unipolar order 

and NATO expansion as sources of instability, asserting that only the United Nations (UN) 

(in which Moscow happens to enjoy veto power) can legitimize the use of military force. 

For good measure, he reminded his German hosts that “the fall of the Berlin Wall was 

possible thanks to a historic [Russian] choice…in favor of democracy, freedom, openness and 

a sincere partnership with all the members of the big European family.” The speech stands out 

as a call for his European counterparts to abandon a world marked by “one center of authority” 

in favor of one with “a reasonable balance between the interests of all participants in the 

international dialogue.”46 

Putin’s successor as Russian president from 2008 to 2012, Dmitri Medvedev, voiced similar 

arguments during his brief tenure. In a speech to German business leaders in 2008, Medvedev 

declared, “Atlanticism as a sole historical principle has already had its day.”47 He later added 

the following: 

The future world order is directly linked to the future Europe, the whole 
Euro-Atlantic region, and therefore the future of European civilization in its 
entirety. I am certain that we cannot resolve Europe’s problems until we 
achieve a sense of identity and an organic unity between all of its integral 
components, including the Russian Federation. 

To these ends, Medvedev proposed a legally binding treaty for the “whole Euro-Atlantic area” 

drafted on the basis of “genuinely equal cooperation between Russia, the European Union and 

North America as three branches of European civilization.”48  

The other major Russian method for influencing Berlin involves inducements to German 

leaders and entities to foster a cadre of sympathetic voices in decision-making circles. Moscow 

rewards German leaders with private business contracts, lucrative positions in Russian 

companies, and invitations to prestigious networks such as the German-Russian Forum in 

45 Mankoff, With Friends Like These: Assessing Russian Influence in Germany, 4. 

46 Putin, “Speech and the Following Discussion at the Munich Conference on Security Policy.” 

47 Dmitry Medvedev, “Speech at Meeting with German Political, Parliamentary and Civic Leaders,” (Berlin, 

Germany, June 5, 2008), 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2004_2009/documents/dv/d_ru_20080617_04_/D_RU_20080617_0

4_en.pdf; Angela Stent, Putin's World: Russia Against the West and with the Rest,  (New York, NY: Twelve, 2019), 

100. 

48 Medvedev, “Speech at Meeting with German Political, Parliamentary and Civic Leaders.” 
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hopes of gaining relationships, access, and sympathetic views.49 Perhaps the most prominent 

example of this approach involves former German chancellor Gerhard Schroeder (1998–2005), 

who Putin courted early in his tenure and today serves on the boards of several Russian energy 

companies. In the waning days of Schroeder’s tenure, Germany approved the controversial 

Nord Stream pipeline project in the Baltic Sea, which the US and many European countries 

oppose because it cuts out Eastern European transit states and would increase German 

dependence on Russian energy.50 

According to scholar Jeffrey Mankoff, the Schroeder story is emblematic of a broader Russian 

strategy of “elite capture” that many in Germany’s political mainstream view as a Kremlin 

attempt “to weaken transatlantic solidarity, undermine the European Union (EU), and 

influence German domestic politics.”51  

Merkel, Putin, and the road to Ukraine 

In November 2005, Angela Merkel succeeded Gerhard Schroeder as German chancellor. 

Merkel, who was raised in Soviet-occupied Eastern Germany and speaks fluent Russian, 

initially balanced her instinctive mistrust of Moscow with pragmatic efforts to improve 

bilateral ties. She appointed as her first foreign minister long-time Schroeder aide 

Frank-Walther Steinmeier, whose proposed policy of Annaeherung durch Verflechtung 

(Rapprochement through Integration) harkened back to Willy Brandt’s Ostpolitik. In 2006, 

Germany deferred its leadership of the rotating G8 chair to Moscow to encourage Russia’s 

engagement. Putin visited Germany at least four times in 2006 and 2007, and in 2010, Merkel 

championed the Meseberg Process in hopes of developing an EU-Russian framework for 

addressing European security crises. 52 

Cracks in the relationship emerged around the turn of the decade. German leaders grew weary 

of the Kremlin’s failure to live up to its rhetoric on political and economic liberalization. 

Instead, Putin fostered a brand of conservative nationalism at home while cracking down on 

geopolitical challenges in former Soviet bloc countries such as Estonia and Georgia. Merkel 

reportedly felt personally betrayed by Putin’s 2011 announcement that he would reclaim the 

presidency as part of a prearranged power swap with Medvedev.53  

 
49 Mankoff, With Friends Like These: Assessing Russian Influence in Germany, 2, 12. 

50 Stent, Putin's World: Russia Against the West and with the Rest. 

51 Mankoff, With Friends Like These: Assessing Russian Influence in Germany, 12. 

52 Stent, Putin's World: Russia Against the West and with the Rest, 98-99. 

53 Dmitri Trenin, Russia and Germany: From Estranged Partners to Good Neighbors, Carnegie Moscow Center, June 

2018, https://carnegieendowment.org/files/Article_Trenin_RG_2018_Eng.pdf. 
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Putin, for his part, had always suspected Merkel’s “Atlanticist tilt,” according to Carnegie 

Moscow Center director Dmitri Trenin.54 He also suspected growing Western designs on 

Russia’s traditional sphere of influence. In 2008, NATO—in language reportedly fashioned  

by Merkel—publicly expressed its intention to incorporate Ukraine and Georgia.55 Russia  

invaded Georgia later that year. The following year, at a summit attended by Merkel, the EU 

rolled out its Eastern Partnership program, proposing, as the BBC characterized it at the time, 

“to forge closer ties with countries that Russia still sees as part of its sphere of influence,” 

including Ukraine.56 

A tug-of-war over Ukraine ensued. In 2012, Brussels and Kiev initialed the text of an 

Association Agreement broadly designed to deepen Ukraine’s political and economic 

integration into the EU.57 Eager to draw Ukraine into his alternative Eurasian Economic Union, 

Putin successfully pressured Ukrainian president Viktor Yanukovych to step away from the 

agreement. Ukrainians took to the streets in response, and in February 2014, Yanukovych lost 

his grip on power and fled to Russia. According to Dmitri Trenin, Putin blamed Berlin for 

imposing the EU Association Agreement dilemma and for effecting the removal of Ukraine’s 

pro-Russian leader.58 

The events that followed are now well known. After Yanukovych fled Ukraine, pro-Russian 

militants and unidentified “little green men” seized key positions in the Crimean Peninsula. 

Putin annexed Crimea on March 18. Over the next several months, pro-Russian separatists 

fanned out across eastern Ukraine to seize territory and foment insurgency. Ukraine’s formal 

alignment with the West was on hold, albeit at the cost of mobilizing German and indeed 

Western resolve against Moscow. 

  

 
54 Ibid.; George Packer, “The Quiet German: the Astonishing Rise of Angela Merkel, the Most Powerful Woman in 

the World,” The New Yorker, Dec. 2014, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/12/01/quiet-german. 

55 Stent, Putin's World: Russia Against the West and with the Rest, 130. 
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Divider approach 1 and target initial response 

That Germany would respond to events in Ukraine by mobilizing EU and NATO action against 

Russia was not predetermined at the onset of the crisis in 2014. In the early days especially, as 

the US and others advocated hardline positions against Moscow, Merkel’s government 

advocated restraint for fear of renewing Cold War tensions.59 Putin encouraged and preserved 

this restraint by indulging German pleas for diplomacy. As the violence in Ukraine escalated, 

however, Merkel hardened her position and played a leading role in organizing multinational 

opposition against Moscow. Lacking viable options to influence Merkel’s government after 

that, the Kremlin fell back on familiar measures intended to undermine her leadership and 

empower alternative voices in the German body politic.  

Russia directs diplomatic inducements to Germany early in the 

Ukraine crisis 

The Ukraine crisis imposed a difficult dilemma on Berlin. Russia’s actions were unacceptable, 

but German business and energy interests, demographics, and geopolitical preferences to bind 

Moscow to Europe augured against an overly harsh response. Berlin thus walked a fine line in 

the early weeks and months of the crisis, consulting with Washington while toeing a softer line 

to preserve room for diplomacy. Speaking at a press conference alongside US Secretary of State 

John Kerry in late February, German foreign minister Steinmeier pleaded his case that 

“preventing [a civil war in Ukraine] ought also to be in the interest of Russia, and thus I appeal 

to Russia, I urge Russia, to also participate in the endeavors that will be undertaken now.”60 

Putin was happy to oblige and encouraged Berlin’s moderation by meeting German calls for 

participation in various diplomatic initiatives. The Russian president reportedly maintained 

near-daily phone contact with Merkel in the early days of the crisis. In early March, on the same 

day Secretary Kerry went on the Sunday talk shows threatening sanctions against Moscow, 

Putin accepted a German proposal for a fact-finding mission and “contact group” in Ukraine.61 

He then reportedly instructed Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov to conduct implementation 

discussions with Steinmeier. In June, Putin met with his German, French, and Ukrainian 
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counterparts—his first meeting with the Ukrainian president since the start of the crisis—to 

initiate the multinational Normandy Format that would lead to the subsequent Minsk I and 

Minsk II ceasefire processes.  

For a time, the strategy appeared to pay off. Merkel declined early US calls to sanction 

Moscow.62 On March 2, 2014, Secretary of State Kerry threatened Moscow with visa bans, asset 

freezes, and trade restrictions, declaring, “every single one of [our G8 partners] are prepared 

to go to the hilt in order to isolate Russia....They are prepared to put sanctions in place.”63 

Merkel, however, feared that approach would jeopardize her diplomatic efforts.64 Through a 

spokesperson, her government conveyed that it was “entirely focused on bringing about a 

political process.” Russian actions might be “unacceptable,” but it was “still not too late for 

peaceful resolution of the crisis.”65  

Similarly, although Merkel agreed in early March to join the US and the other G7 partners in 

boycotting the June 2014 G8 Summit in Sochi, she resisted, at least initially, Western calls to 

jettison Moscow completely. “The format of the G8 is actually the only one in which we in the 

West can speak directly with Russia,” Foreign Minister Steinmeier said in a German public 

broadcast. “Should we really give up this unique format?"66 (Germany would agree to the 

proposal several weeks later.) 

In sum, Putin’s responsiveness to German calls for diplomacy in the early days of the Ukraine 

crisis reinforced German fence-straddling and almost certainly forestalled united opposition 

against him.  

Russian aggression in Ukraine hardens German resolve  

Berlin’s patience had its limits, however. Moscow’s annexation of Crimea and subsequent 

support to pro-Russian militants in Eastern Ukraine were jarring to Merkel’s rules-based 

sensibilities. The July 2014 separatist downing of the Malaysian Airlines Flight 17 (MH17) 

airliner was the last straw. It was at that moment, the journalist George Packer reports, that 

“the idea of maintaining equidistance between Russia and the West on Ukraine vanished.”67 

Berlin’s threat perception had changed—fears of Russian military aggression on Germany’s 
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eastern flank replaced concern over renewed Cold War tensions as Germany’s top security 

threat.68  

Following the annexation of Crimea, Merkel united a previously divided EU caucus around an 

initial round of relatively limited sanctions against Putin and his inner circle. After MH17, the 

US and EU coordinated a much more painful set of measures, which the EU has since renewed 

every six months. NATO, meanwhile, suspended cooperation with Russia and expanded efforts 

to raise awareness about the nature of Russia’s hybrid warfare threat.69  

Perhaps most notably, Russia’s campaign in Ukraine spurred a traditionally pacifist postwar 

Germany to approve new military deployments. At the September 2014 NATO Summit in 

Wales, NATO allies agreed to establish a Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) capable 

of deploying to crises on short notice, “particularly at the periphery of NATO’s territory.”70 In 

2016, NATO approved the deployment of four multinational VJTF battalions to Poland and the 

Baltic states to be led by the US (in Poland), the UK (in Estonia), Canada (in Latvia), and 

Germany (in Lithuania).71 “For Germany, sending troops to Lithuania remained a sensitive 

issue…given the legacy of World War Two,” notes Angela Stent, “but these ghosts of the past 

were dwarfed by concerns about Russian aggression.”72 

Divider approach 2 and wedging outcome 

Russian subversion fails to move Berlin 

Moscow may prefer to influence Berlin by quietly courting mainstream political and business 

leaders, but the Ukraine crisis pushed many of the mainstream’s Russlandversteher closer to 

Merkel’s position. By July 2014, for example, key segments of the German business community 
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publicly endorsed sanctions on the grounds that the security threat trumped short-term 

economic interests.73 A November 2014 public opinion poll found that 76 percent of Germans 

supported Merkel’s growing criticisms of the Kremlin and that 58 percent—an increase from 

52 percent the month prior—supported sanctions even if they harmed the German economy.74 

Deprived of other options, Putin shifted strategies from seeking to undermine Merkel’s policies 

to undermining her leadership. The relationship between this subversion campaign and 

Putin’s wedging goals was not lost on many. As Brookings senior fellow Constanze 

Stelzenmüller testified to the US Senate in 2017, “by striking at Europe and the United States 

at the same time, [Russian] interference appears to be geared towards undermining the 

effectiveness and cohesion of the Western alliance as such—and at the legitimacy of the West 

as a normative force upholding a global order based on universal rules rather than might 

alone.”75 

To operationalize this approach, Moscow fell back on old tricks. The Kremlin aimed its 

disinformation apparatus at German society. Germany is home to several communities ripe for 

Russian targeting, including ethnic Germans who immigrated from former Soviet areas, ethnic 

Russian immigrants, and residents of the formerly Soviet-controlled East Germany, many of 

whom feel excluded from mainstream German life.76 Russian media target these and other 

groups by curating guests on Russian-backed German-language media and promoting themes 

critical of the US, the EU, and NATO. They amplify Kremlin-approved narratives there and in 

social media, exploiting German social and political cleavages.77 

That is what happened in the so-called Lisa case in January 2016. After a Russian-German 

teenage girl went missing for 30 hours that month, Russian media promoted a fake news story 

that migrants had kidnapped and raped her. German police quickly determined that  

the teenager had actually spent the time with a friend, but that did not stop Russian media  

and senior government officials, including Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, from amplifying 

the story.78 
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In addition to providing disinformation, the Kremlin leaned into support for fringe political 

groups on the right and left. Most well-known is Russia’s support to far right groups  

such as the Alternative for Germany (AfD, Alternative für Deutschland) party, which in 2019 

called for Germany’s “DExit” from the EU and whose leaders have called for ending Russia 

sanctions.79 Russian-backed media in Germany regularly host AfD and other fringe party 

leaders who criticize Merkel and her close relationship with the US or promote other 

perspectives that align with Russian interests.80 During the 2017 federal elections, Russian 

social media accounts and anonymous bots amplified AfD claims of election fraud.81 The 

endgame of such “fringe targeting,” explains Mankoff, is “fracturing a political center  

that is—even if supportive in the abstract of better relations with Moscow—committed on 

principle to Atlanticism and keeping up sanctions on Russia as long as the conflict in Ukraine 

remains unresolved.”82  

Last, the German government has also accused Russia of cyberattacks against Merkel’s party, 

German executive branch agencies, and political targets in the Bundestag. In 2017, Germany’s 

domestic intelligence chief, noting that Putin would prefer to replace Merkel as chancellor, 

blamed Moscow for a cyberattack on the Bundestag two years earlier that Berlin feared could 

be weaponized in later elections.83 The Kremlin may not have intervened in German elections 
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as brazenly as it did in US elections, but German intelligence was clearly convinced that it laid 

the groundwork and was only a “political decision” away.84 

All told, Russian interference in Germany in the form of information operations, targeting of 

fringe political groups, and cyber intrusions largely failed to produce significant outcomes. 

Germany’s relatively high levels of social and political cohesion insulated the country from 

external efforts to exacerbate social cleavages. To a limited degree, moreover, these actions 

proved counterproductive because they have raised German awareness of Russian 

interference and disenchanted many. “As a result of the ‘Lisa case’ and the different Russian 

activities in the context of the Ukraine conflict,” writes Stefan Meister of the German Council 

on Foreign Relations, “we are seeing a shift in Germany from the dominance of the economy 

over politics to a dominance of politics over the economy. Russia has become a security risk.”85  

Summary and assessment 

Russian wedge strategies in the years preceding and during the Ukraine crisis reveal at  

least three general approaches to weakening Berlin’s bonds with the West. In steady-state 

times before the crisis, we observe a general preference for inducing Germany’s relative 

even-handedness through public diplomacy and positive incentives to German business and 

political elites. Similarly, as violence in Ukraine spiked in 2014, Putin dangled the  

carrot of conflict resolution diplomacy to Berlin in the hopes of forestalling a convergence 

between German policy and the more confrontational positions of several of Germany’s 

Western allies. Finally, after it became clear that Russian and German interests in Ukraine 

would remain at loggerheads, the Kremlin resorted to domestic political interference to 

undermine Angela Merkel’s leadership. If Putin could not sway her, perhaps he could weaken 

or replace her. 

To what extent were these strategies effective? Ultimately, Moscow failed to preserve or create 

significant distance between Berlin and its Western allies on the issue of Ukraine. Underscoring 

this fact are Germany’s sustained leadership of a NATO force in Lithuania and its consistent 

renewal of EU sanctions on Moscow. Russia’s subversive interference against Merkel’s 

leadership also failed to produce significant change in German policy. According to 

Stelzenmüller, “in many ways its meddling in European elections over the past year has 

produced the exact opposite of what was intended, it has produced stable, democratic, and 
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non-populist governments that are pro-European Union and indeed pro-NATO, and 

pro-American.”86 

That is not to say that Putin failed to create any daylight between Berlin and its allies. Russia’s 

diplomatic overtures in early 2014 appeared (at least initially) successful in convincing  

Merkel to chart her own course between Washington and Moscow. If one considers the 

counterfactual scenarios in which pro-Russian separatists do not down MH17 in July 2014 or  

in which Putin stops short of annexing Crimea, then Merkel may have been less motivated to 

rally European consensus. By virtue of his aggression in Ukraine—itself a wedge strategy to 

preclude Kiev’s Westward slide—Putin clearly pushed Berlin closer to its Western allies rather 

than farther away. 

The reason for these outcomes is found in German threat perception. At the beginning of the 

crisis, German leaders feared the return of Cold War–like tensions, and Putin, at least initially, 

gave Berlin hope that it might avoid such an outcome. Yet he ultimately proved unwilling to 

mitigate German concerns. His ability to incentivize German neutrality might have proved 

compelling if Merkel perceived it was backed by substance, but Russian actions on the 

battlefield belied most of the promises made at the negotiation table. 

As for the failure of Russia’s subversive wedging, we note above that Germany benefits from 

comparatively high levels of resilience against Russian interference. Although a dedicated 

assessment of resilience to foreign meddling exceeds the scope of this study, Germany’s 

political cohesion and public trust in government, as well as its relatively stringent social media 

regulations and political finance laws, emerge as important factors. German leadership also 

made a point of publicly exposing Russian disinformation and cyberattacks.87  

Taken together, German leadership viewed Russian coercion in Ukraine and Russian 

subversion in Germany as formidable threats deserving of a counterbalancing response. 
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Russia Fails to Divide Greece and 

NATO over (North) Macedonia  

(2018–2019) 

In this section, we examine Russia’s failed attempt to divide Greece and its NATO allies on the 

issue of (North) Macedonian membership in NATO. Specifically, the section focuses on Russian 

interference in the Greek political system to prevent support for the 2018 Prespa Agreement 

between Athens and Skopje, which paved the way for the latter to join NATO.  

In 2018, Greece (a NATO ally) and the then self-titled Republic of Macedonia (a NATO aspirant) 

agreed to resolve a decades-long dispute that had prevented Skopje from joining NATO (and 

the EU). In so doing, the deal put Athens at the center of a geopolitical contest between the  

US and Russia—Washington had “strongly support[ed]” inviting Macedonia to join NATO for 

years while Moscow opposed NATO enlargement in the Balkan Peninsula.88 

The section below presents this case as follows. In the first section, we provide brief historical 

background on both the Russia-Greece relationship and the 2018 Prespa Agreement. Next, we 

examine Russia’s failed subversive wedge campaign designed to prevent Macedonia from 

joining NATO by fomenting Greek (and Macedonian) opposition to the agreement. (For 

methodological reasons, we generally focus on Russian actions toward Greece as opposed to 

Macedonia because Greece is already a NATO ally.) We demonstrate in this section that Russian 

meddling in Greece succeeded only in angering a previously friendly government; it failed to 

prevent the expansion of NATO in southeastern Europe and has since been followed by 

increased military cooperation between the US and Greece.  

Background 

Russia and Greece share a long history of affinity and cooperation, dating back at least as far as 

Russia’s conversion to Christianity by Greek priests in the 10th century. Russia continues to 

support a host of Orthodox monasteries in Greece and to leverage this connection for its 
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political ends.89 In the 20th century, the Communist Party of Greece’s leading role in resisting 

Nazi occupation earned it sympathy among the Greek population.90 The Soviet Union then 

supported Greek leftist parties throughout the Cold War. These factors, in combination with 

Greece’s history of right-wing authoritarian rule for large periods of the 1960s and 1970s, 

resulted in a legacy of pro-Russian attitudes among large segments of the Greek population.91  

In the post–Cold War era, Russia managed to gain influence on both sides of Greece’s political 

spectrum. The Soviet legacy continued to appeal to leftist parties, whereas cultural and 

religious similarities facilitated ties with right-wing constituencies. Mass emigration of ethnic 

Greeks from the Soviet Union to Greece led to the establishment of a large Russophone 

population in Greece. Russia played up these connections, including through a visit by the 

Russian Orthodox Patriarch in 1992. Moscow was eager to build up relations with Greece 

because of shared views on the conflict in Yugoslavia and as a means of influencing NATO and 

the EU.92 

More recently, in January 2015, Greek voters ushered into power the leftist Syriza party led by 

Alexis Tsipras. The new government presented Moscow with tangible opportunities. Soon after 

becoming prime minister, Tsipras objected to sanctions against Russia for its role in the 

Ukraine crisis.93 Deputies in the European Parliament from the Greek governing coalition 

regularly voted against resolutions that condemned Moscow. They also refused to join other 

EU member states in expelling Russian diplomats in retaliation for the poisoning of former 

Russian double agent Sergei Skripal in the UK.94 
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At least part of the reason for the Tsipras government’s friendliness toward Moscow was its 

desire for Russian financial assistance. As a candidate, Tsipras campaigned explicitly  

against the austerity measures that the EU required in exchange for financial bailouts as the 

global financial crisis pushed Athens to the brink of default. In April 2015, Tsipras visited 

Moscow to probe the possibility of a $10 billion loan to facilitate Greece’s departure from the 

Eurozone. Although such a loan would gravely damage the EU, Russian sources suggest that 

the Kremlin did not seriously consider the proposal because of its high price tag. As  

Paul Stronski reinforces, “Russia’s financial constraints allowed it to offer only symbolic, not 

actual, alternatives.”95 

What’s in a name? The 2018 Prespa Agreement 

In 2017, Macedonian leader Zoran Zaev formed a new government in Skopje pledging, among 

other things, to resolve a decades-old dispute with Greece over the name of his country and to 

improve ties with NATO and the EU. The dispute in question traces to the breakup of Yugoslavia 

in 1991, when Greece objected to the name of the then newly independent Republic of 

Macedonia. Athens argued that Greece had the historical rights to the name “Macedonia” and 

objected to its new neighbor’s use of it without any qualifier such as “Upper” or “Northern.” 

For 28 years, successive Greek governments used their veto power in international institutions 

to prevent recognition of another country using the name. In so doing, Greece prevented 

Macedonia from beginning negotiations to join NATO. (In the interim, the international 

community used the unwieldy moniker “Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” or FYROM.)  

The election of new governments in Athens in 2015 and in Skopje in 2016 changed regional 

calculations. On June 17, 2018, the two states signed the Prespa Agreement; Macedonia  

would adopt the official name “Republic of North Macedonia” in exchange for Greece lifting its 

objection to its joining NATO and the EU, which the new government in Skopje  

keenly desired.96  

Russia, however, opposed the agreement as part of its years-long region-wide effort to  

prevent Balkan countries from joining NATO and the EU.97 Better to maintain regional  
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disputes as leverage to limit NATO and EU enlargement and frustrate US interests in Southeast 

Europe. Because the US had previously emphasized its support for inviting Macedonia to 

join NATO, Moscow likely also calculated that Greek rejection of the agreement would inject 

friction into the US-Greece bilateral relationship by pitting Greek policy squarely against 

US foreign policy interests.98  

Divider approach and wedging outcome 

Russian subversion targets Greek support for Prespa Agreement 

Russia’s bid to exploit its ties with members of the Greek government and economic elites to 

scuttle the Prespa Agreement represents a case of failed subversive wedging. To scuttle the 

agreement, the Kremlin resorted to so-called active measures such as fomenting protests, 

spreading online disinformation, and bribing officials to oppose it. The campaign failed. Greece 

(and Macedonia) discovered and exposed Russia’s subversive activities and punished Moscow 

for them. Both governments then ratified the agreement, and North Macedonia is now a full 

member of the NATO alliance.  

Speaking in Greece several days after the announcement of the Prespa Agreement, Russian 

ambassador to the EU Vladimir A. Chizhov reportedly threatened, “Sure, we will not shoot 

nuclear bombs…but there are errors that have consequences.”99 Those consequences involved 

illegal interference in Greek (and Macedonian) domestic affairs to undermine official and 

public support. Just two weeks after signing the Prespa Agreement, Greece would expel two 

Russian diplomats and deny entry to two more to punish Moscow for its illegal meddling.  

Among the Greek government’s charges are that Russia provided funding and assistance to its 

allies in Greek nationalist circles—already primed to oppose the deal—to foment protests 

against the agreement. (Russia has long been suspected of funding far-right parties in 

Greece.)100 A Greek government investigation also found that Russian diplomats sought to 

bribe Greek officials and use local religious authorities to undermine ratification.101  

98 “U.S. Spycraft and Stealthy Diplomacy Expose Russian Subversion in a Key Balkans Vote,” New York Times, Sept. 

10, 2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/09/us/politics/russia-macedonia-greece.html. 

99 Ibid. 

100 Costas Kantouris and Menelaos Hadjicostis, “Greece: Russians Expelled Over Cash-for-Protests Allegation,” AP 

News, July 12, 2018, https://apnews.com/article/aaf032985e7341d3a7968f6ff6b95ce0. 

101 George Tzogopoulos, Greek-Russian Relations: A Potential to Mend Strained Ties, Hellenic Foundation for 

European and Foreign Policy, Oct. 23, 2020. 
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Not incidentally, the Kremlin directed similar efforts in Macedonia. According to prime 

minister of Macedonia Zoran Zaev and several independent watchdog groups, “Greek 

businessmen” with ties to Moscow and “sympathetic to the Russian cause” paid 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to Macedonian leaders, nationalist groups, and so-called 

soccer hooligans to protest (and in the case of the soccer hooligans, commit acts of violence) 

before Macedonia’s referendum.102 Moscow also reportedly carried out online disinformation 

campaigns through Facebook and other websites to urge Macedonian citizens not to vote 

in a related referendum.103 

Although ascertaining the full extent of these activities is difficult, Greek (and Macedonian) 

officials leave little doubt in public statements as to their verdict that Moscow deployed 

subversive measures in their respective countries to prevent the expansion of NATO in 

southeastern Europe. For example, after the reciprocal expulsions of Greek diplomats by 

Russia and the cancellation of a visit by Russian foreign minister Sergei Lavrov, the Greek 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs put out a statement pointedly titled, “Putting National Interests 

First: Soberly and Firmly.” It reads as follows: 

Russia presently appears to be unable to understand Greek foreign policy’s 
principled positions…It appears not to understand that Greece has its own 
interests and criteria in international politics. 

The decision by the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, unlike the Greek side’s 
decision, which was based on specific evidence of illegal and irregular activities 
of Russian officials and citizens within Greece, was not based on evidence. On 
the contrary, the Russian side’s decision is arbitrary, retaliatory and not based 
on any evidence. 

We want to remind our Russian friends that no country in the world would 
tolerate attempts to a) bribe state officials, b) undermine its foreign policy, and 
c) interfere in its internal affairs.

Greece took measures only after documenting tangible incriminating 
evidence.104 

102 Nikos Konstandaras, “Athens and Moscow’s Stunning Falling-Out,” New York Times, July 23, 2018, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/23/opinion/athens-moscow-greece-russia-tensions.html; J. Lester Feder, 

“Macedonia Suspects a Greek-Russian Billionaire Paid for Violent Protests to Prevent It from Joining NATO,” 

Buzzfeed News, July 16, 2018, https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/lesterfeder/macedonia-russia-nato.;  

103 “U.S. Spycraft and Stealthy Diplomacy Expose Russian Subversion in a Key Balkans Vote.” 

104 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Putting National Interest First: Soberly and Firmly,” (Athens, Greece, Aug. 10, 

2018), https://www.mfa.gr/en/current-affairs/statements-speeches/putting-national-interest-first-soberly-and-

firmly.html. 
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In January 2019, the Greek parliament ratified the Prespa Agreement. The US was quick  

to applaud the decision, and one week later NATO formally welcomed North Macedonia into 

the Alliance.105 

Athens moves closer to Washington 

Russia appears to have underestimated the importance of the Prespa Agreement for Tsipras, 

who reacted strongly to reports of Russian meddling in Greek internal affairs. Since these 

episodes—and in the wake of warming Russian-Turkish ties, as described elsewhere  

in this report—Greece has downgraded cooperation with Russia and moved to rebuild ties 

with major European powers and the US. Athens, for example, has taken observable steps to 

expand America’s military cooperation with Greece.106 An initial agreement in 2019 increased 

US-Greece (and NATO) military cooperation at existing air bases in central Greece and a naval 

base at Alexandroupolis, near the northern Greek-Turkish border, and expanded the naval 

base at Souda Bay on the island of Crete.107 An extension of the bilateral Mutual Defense 

Cooperation Agreement, signed in October 2021, provides for yet additional US-Greece 

military cooperation on Greek territory.108 Although we cannot assert a direct causal linkage 

between Russian meddling in Greece and Greece’s expanded cooperation with the US, it is 

notable that in the years since Russian efforts to scuttle the Prespa Agreement, Athens and 

Washington have expanded their military cooperation and NATO has expanded its influence in 

the Balkan Peninsula.109  

 
105 Pompeo, “Press Statement: Greece Ratifies Prespa Agreement.” 
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107 “Greece Ratifies Major Military Expansion With US,” Greek City Times, Jan. 31, 2020, 

https://greekcitytimes.com/2020/01/31/greece-ratifies-major-military-expansion-with-us/. 

108 US State Department Bureau of Political-Military Affairs, “U.S. Security Cooperation With Greece Fact Sheet,” 

Mar. 25, 2021, https://www.state.gov/u-s-security-cooperation-with-greece/; US Secretary of State Antony J. 

Blinken, “Signing of Protocol of Amendment to the Mutual Defense Cooperation Agreement with Greece,” Press 

Statement, Oct. 14, 2021, https://www.state.gov/signing-of-protocol-of-amendment-to-the-mutual-defense-

cooperation-agreement-with-greece/; Vassilis Nedos, “US, Greece Boost Military Cooperation,” Ekathimerini, May 

24, 2021, https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1161613/us-greece-boost-military-cooperation/. 
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Summary and assessment 

Russia’s attempt to prevent Greek ratification of the Prespa Agreement represents a clear case 

of subversive wedging. Faced with the prospect of NATO expansion in the Balkans, Moscow 

resorted to covert and illegal activities to undermine the agreement. When they first came to 

power in 2015, Syriza’s pro-Russian leadership was genuinely interested in working with 

Russia to improve Greece’s economic situation. Had Russia been willing or able to commit the 

necessary resources to bail out Greece, Moscow might have been able to exert more influence 

over Athens. As it was, when the time came to persuade Athens, Moscow had little in the way 

of positive inducements to provide and thus fell back on fomenting public protests, spreading 

online disinformation, and bribing Greek (and Macedonian) leaders to oppose the deal.  

The strategy failed. Greece (and Macedonia) ratified the Prespa Agreement, and North 

Macedonia is now a NATO ally. Tsipras, who upon entering office in 2015 refused to join his 

European partners in expelling Russian diplomats following the assassination attempt of 

Sergei Skripal on British soil, took the notable step of responding to Russia’s meddling  

in 2018 by doing just that—expelling two Russian diplomats. Athens has since expanded its 

military cooperation with the US. Indeed, compared to its foreign policy in 2015, Greece now 

enjoys closer ties to both Europe and the US and a notably cooler relationship with Russia. 
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Russia Successfully Divides Turkey and 

NATO (2016–2019) 

This section examines Russia’s successful efforts to induce divisions between Turkey and its 

NATO allies, most notably the US, between 2016 and 2019. In particular, the section focuses on 

Moscow’s ability to obstruct US-Turkish military cooperation and impede NATO 

interoperability through the sale of the S-400 air defense system.  

Russian statecraft toward Turkey is important to examine given Turkey’s traditional role in 

protecting NATO’s southern flank.110 In the aftermath of Russia’s annexation of the 

Crimean Peninsula and the ensuing conflicts with Ukraine, the Black Sea region has come  

to play an increasingly strategic role in NATO-Russian relations. Turkey’s position on the 

Bosporus Strait enables it to control access in and out of the Black Sea.111 More  

broadly, because all NATO decisions require consensus, Moscow’s ability to exploit  

anti-Western sentiments in Ankara provides potentially low-hanging fruit to influence the 

Alliance as a whole.112  

The Turkish case also provides insights into certain Russian approaches to dividing  

its adversaries. We discuss, for example, the Kremlin’s exploitation of tensions among NATO 

allies over domestic issues such as democracy and human rights. We also show Russia’s  

ability to move quickly in pursuit of its strategic objectives. In this case, Russia moved over  

the span of about one year from punishing Turkey for downing a Russian warplane along  

the Turkish-Syrian border to selling Ankara an advanced anti-aircraft missile system. As  

Putin stated at a joint press conference with Recep Tayyip Erdogan in August 2016, “Life 

changes quickly.”113 

The section below is organized as follows. We begin with an overview of Russian-Turkish 

relations in the post–Cold War era, including a discussion of the political and economic factors 
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that incentivize cooperation despite stark differences on key geopolitical interests. We then 

examine Russia’s success in creating divisions within NATO by selling Turkey the  

S-400 system. Indeed, the S-400 sale led directly to Washington ejecting Turkey from 

participating in the Fifth Generation F-35 fighter jet program, among other consequences. In 

this section, we argue that Russian inducements in the form of political and military support 

succeeded because they represented a credible offer of support on issues of high priority to 

Turkey that did not require Ankara to sever ties with NATO or otherwise realign its overall 

foreign policy orientation.  

Background 

Russia and Turkey share a centuries-long history of imperial rivalry. Turkey’s fear of the 

Soviet Union played a significant role in driving Ankara to join NATO in 1952. After the 

Cold War, however, the Russian threat dissipated, and the two countries embarked on a 

trajectory of political and economic cooperation. In the era of Putin and Erdogan, several 

factors continue to incentivize Russian-Turkish cooperation and thus provide Moscow with 

opportunities to wean Turkey from its NATO allies. Key among these are a common desire to 

keep the world safe for conservative, illiberal forms of government; shared economic and 

energy interests; and a mutual disapproval of US foreign policy, albeit to varying degrees. 

Domestic political factors encourage closer relations 

Turkey’s drift from democracy over the last two decades has been one of the key factors 

enabling Russia to exploit cleavages between Turkey and its Western allies. Although the  

initial victory of Erdogan’s Justice and Development Party in 2002 resulted in economic 

reforms, an anticorruption drive, and the launch of EU membership negotiations, since 2011 

the Turkish government has enacted various restrictions on protest and freedom of speech. 

This authoritarian backslide accelerated after a failed coup attempt in 2016, culminating  

in the closure of many independent press outlets and the arrest of political opponents and 

protest leaders.114 These trends largely mirror a similar slide toward authoritarianism in 

Russia that began after mass protests against election falsification took place in the winter of 

2011–2012 and accelerated rapidly after Putin’s popularity began to decline in 2017.115 
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As Putin and Erdogan have drifted toward authoritarianism, the two leaders find common 

cause in their frustration at Western criticism. Putin frequently derides Western expressions 

of support for Russian protesters and pro-democracy activists as meddling in Russian domestic 

affairs.116 Erdogan has expressed similar frustrations, especially in the aftermath of the 

2013 Gezi Park protest movement that led to changes in the Turkish political system designed 

to ensure Erdogan’s hold on power.117 Turkey’s leadership blamed the failed 2016 coup on the 

religious movement led by former Erdogan ally Fethullah Gülen and sought his extradition 

from the US, where he had been living since the late 1990s. The US government’s refusal to 

extradite Gulen further soured the relationship.118  

In addition to their shared drive to maintain power at the expense of democratic norms and 

institutions, the two leaders also champion conservative values in opposition to what they see 

as the excessive liberalism that has come to dominate the Western world. Both have strong ties 

to their countries’ respective religious establishments and view their countries as bulwarks 

against the secular values that have come to dominate Europe and the US.119 Both seek to 

enhance their popularity by appealing to their nations’ imperial pasts, and both play up a 

masculine image as part of their political persona.120 Putin recently praised Erdogan as a leader 

who “keeps his word like a real man.”121  
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Economic and energy ties  

Russia and Turkey’s economic ties in the last two decades also provide incentives for bilateral 

cooperation. Russia has long been an important market for Turkish exports, especially textiles 

and agricultural products. Russia in turn has long been the leading contributor to Turkey’s 

tourism industry.122  

Energy plays the most significant role in bilateral economic relations. Turkey is a leading 

export market for Russian gas, and Russia, in turn, is Turkey’s main gas supplier.123 Russian 

firms are currently building Turkey’s first nuclear power plant and completing the TurkStream 

gas pipeline, which will carry natural gas from Russia to Turkey via the Black Sea. At least some 

American leaders suspect TurkStream will increase Russian leverage over Turkish and 

European energy markets.124 Although Turkey has taken some steps to reduce its dependence 

on Russian energy, the interconnectedness of Russian-Turkish energy provides another 

ongoing basis for bilateral cooperation. 

Friction with allies pushes Ankara toward Russia 

At the same time as domestic politics and economic and energy interests were incentivizing 

Turkish cooperation with Moscow, tensions with Washington and other Western allies 

reinforced Ankara’s movement in the same direction. By 2016, Turkey’s displeasure with its 

Western allies ranged from long-simmering frictions, such as frustration with the slow pace of 

EU accession and resentment of Western lectures on democracy and human rights, to diverging 

approaches on critical national security issues. In Syria especially, Ankara fumed at US support 

to Kurdish fighters in the counter-ISIS campaign. Where Washington found in certain Kurdish 

groups a highly effective fighting force, Turkey saw the US government training and equipping 

a terrorist group with which it had a long and bloody history.  

In August 2015, the US delivered another blow when it announced that it would withdraw 

Patriot air and missile defense units stationed in Turkey as part of a NATO mission to defend 

Turkey from the violence in Syria.125 Turkey, which had requested the support following 
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several deadly attacks from Syria in 2012, reportedly viewed the decision as yet another 

indication that Washington and NATO were insufficiently committed to its security.126  

At the same time, Russia’s 2015 intervention in Syria also caused problems for Turkey. Russia 

entered the conflict on the side of Syrian president Bashar al-Assad, whom Ankara bitterly 

opposed, and quickly turned the tide in his favor. In this context—caught between two 

superpowers whose Syria policies Turkey viewed as a threat—in June 2016, Erdogan 

apologized for the November 2015 downing of a Russian warplane that Ankara claimed 

violated Turkish airspace. In so doing, Erdogan paved the way for rapprochement with Moscow 

just in time for Putin to seize on the next crisis in US-Turkish relations by coming to Erdogan’s 

aid following a coup attempt just weeks later.127 

Divider approach and wedging outcome 

Russian inducements fracture Turkey-NATO bonds 

The negotiation and completion of Russia’s sale of the S-400 air defense systems to Turkey in 

2017–2019 was both a consequence and the cause of deteriorating relations between  

Turkey and its NATO allies, especially the US. Although whether the initial impetus for the deal 

came from Russian or Turkish leadership is unclear, Russian leadership’s unequivocal  

support to Erdogan following the July 2016 coup attempt in Ankara clearly prepared the 

 environment that made the deal possible. This section begins with a discussion of Russian 

inducements toward Turkey beginning in 2016 and through the sale of the S-400. It then 

tracks US efforts to prevent the sale from being consummated and concurrent efforts by  

Russia to make sure the sale stayed on track. The discussion concludes with a review of the 

consequences of Turkey’s decision to procure the S-400, as well as the limitations of 

subsequent divisions between Ankara and NATO.  

Putin gives Erdogan a “psychological boost” 

In July 2016, factions within the Turkish Armed Forces attempted to seize control of the 

Turkish state. Although the coup attempt failed, it presented a serious threat to Erdogan’s hold 

on power and exposed yet another breach in US-Turkey relations. Indeed, many in Turkey 

suspected Washington’s hand, not least because Ankara blamed groups tied to Fethullah Gülen, 
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a Muslim cleric and former Erdogan ally living in self-exile in the US. “Turkey may be a deeply 

polarized country,” wrote the New York Times soon after the incident, “but one thing Turks 

across all segments of society—Islamists, secular people, liberals, nationalists—seem to have 

come together on is that the United States was somehow wrapped up in the failed coup.”128 

President Erdogan himself denounced the US and his Western allies for their lukewarm 

condemnation of the failed coup and criticisms of his subsequent crackdown. “The attitude  

of many countries and their officials over the coup attempt in Turkey is shameful in the name 

of democracy,” he proclaimed, adding, “any country and any leader who does not worry about 

the life of Turkish people and our democracy as much as they worry about the fate of  

coupists are not our friends.”129 He blasted Washington for hosting Gülen, alleging, “The coup 

plotter is already in your country. You are nurturing him there."130 When the  

four-star general in charge of US Central Command suggested that the purge of top Turkish 

generals could negatively affect US-Turkish military cooperation, Erdogan accused him of 

“taking the side of coup plotters.”131 

Russian leaders observed the deterioration in US-Turkey relations and jumped at the chance 

to lend Erdogan much-needed political support. “For Putin,” explain former senior 

Barack Obama Administration officials Jim Townsend and Rachel Ellehuus, “the coup gave him 

the opening he needed to befriend the friendless Erdogan and so peel Turkey away from the 

United States and NATO.”132 Putin was one of the first leaders to condemn the coup attempt, 

calling Erdogan the day afterward to assert the “categorical impermissibility of 

anti-constitutional actions and violence in the life of a state.”133 Erdogan described the phone 

call as “a psychological boost.”134 Unlike Western leaders, Russian officials refrained from 

criticizing Turkey’s imposition of a state of emergency and wave of arrests.135  

Meanwhile, Russian media sought to accentuate postcoup tensions by highlighting connections 

between coup leaders and the US government. For example, Russian media promoted a theory 
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that the US government had organized anti-Erdogan forces in the Turkish military, noting that 

“one of the centers of the coup plotters was at US military airbase at Incirlik.”136 They also 

expressed satisfaction that pro-US commanders in the Turkish military were being 

systematically removed and that, as Mankoff characterizes, “a purged Turkish military stocked 

with Erdogan loyalists is unlikely to have the same visceral commitment to the trans-Atlantic 

alliance, or hostility to Russia.”137 

Consummating the S-400 deal and US reactions 

In addition to providing Erdogan with political support at a tense and vulnerable time for the 

Turkish president, the Kremlin further capitalized on US-Turkish tensions by offering to sell 

Turkey its sophisticated S-400 missile defense system. Recall that Turkey had long sought 

missile defense support from its NATO allies. Ankara initiated a bidding process to purchase 

the Patriot system early in the Obama Administration but grew frustrated as negotiations 

dragged on and opened the process to other countries such as China and Russia. Turkey was 

again disappointed when Washington decided to redeploy US Patriot units from Turkey in 

August 2015.  

Against this backdrop, Russia formally offered to sell the S-400 system to Turkey in July 2017. 

The deal proceeded quickly. In September, Erdogan announced his intent to acquire the system 

and confirmed that Turkey had transferred initial funds to Russia. 

The US responded to these announcements with a combination of carrots and sticks. The 

Trump Administration issued “multiple offers to move Turkey to the front of the line to receive 

the U.S. Patriot air defense system,” a White House statement later confirmed.138 

Simultaneously, the US government warned that Turkey’s acquisition of the S-400 system 

would negatively affect Turkey’s interoperability with NATO would require Turkey’s removal 

from the F-35 program.139 In July 2019, then US Army secretary and nominee for secretary of 

defense Mark Esper testified to Congress that he told his Turkish counterparts in no uncertain 
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terms, “You can either have the S-400 or you can have the F-35. You cannot have both. 

Acquisition of the S-400 fundamentally undermines the capabilities of the F-35.”140  

Russian officials, for their part, encouraged Turkey to persist, highlighting Russia’s general 

opposition to using unilateral sanctions for political pressure.141 They had succeeded in 

imposing a tangible dilemma on the US-Turkish relationship.  

Despite these pressures, Erdogan insisted that the agreement was a done deal. In December, 

only six months after the initial announcement, the two countries signed the final contract for 

the supply of two S-400 batteries at a total cost of $2.5 billion.142 For Moscow, the deal served 

as a low-risk opportunity to make money while poking Washington in the eye and imposing 

controversy among NATO allies. 

Once Turkey accepted delivery of S-400 systems, the US announced that it would indeed expel 

Turkey from the F-35 fighter jet program. The US would no longer sell Turkey the 100 F-35s it 

had planned to acquire. Washington sent home Turkish pilots who were in the US training on 

the new platform.143 In a July 2019 statement, the White House acknowledged Russia’s success 

in driving a wedge into the alliance: 

Accepting the S-400 undermines the commitments all NATO Allies made to 
each other to move away from Russian systems. This will have detrimental 
impacts on Turkish interoperability with the Alliance…we will continue to 
cooperate with Turkey extensively, mindful of constraints due to the presence 
of the S-400 system in Turkey.144 

After Turkey tested the system, the Trump Administration imposed limited sanctions on 

Turkish entities under the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act.145 
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Limitations of division 

Despite Russia successfully injecting division into the US-Turkey relationship and NATO, the 

benefit of hindsight allows us to observe that the depths of those divisions remain relatively 

limited. Erdogan, for example, has sought to avoid additional US sanctions in response to the 

S-400 purchase and has toned down his anti-US rhetoric. Turkey also took a leadership role in 

NATO’s recent Steadfast Defender 2021 exercise in the Black Sea region, which some experts 

interpreted as exercising measures to defend southeast Europe from a Russian attack.146  

Turkey and Russia also remain at odds on several geopolitical priorities. Erdogan has strongly 

reiterated Turkey’s support for Ukraine. After holding talks with Ukrainian president 

Volodymyr Zelensky in April, the Turkish leader reaffirmed Ankara’s refusal to recognize 

Russia’s annexation of Crimea and signed a joint declaration expressing support for Ukraine’s 

efforts to join NATO.147 Erdogan appears to be using relations with Ukraine as a counterweight 

in Turkey’s balancing act among the great powers and as leverage against Russia. 

Russia and Turkey also continue to find themselves competing for influence in the Middle East 

and in the Caucasus. Turkey sided with the Arab Spring protesters whereas Russia supported 

status quo leaders. Russia tends to view Islamic organizations in the region with great 

suspicion whereas Turkey supports many of them.148 Russia and Turkey have also found 

themselves on opposite sides in military conflicts in places such as Syria, Libya, and Karabakh.  

Summary and assessment 

In the months following Erdogan’s June 2016 apology for shooting down a Russian warplane 

the previous summer, Russian statecraft toward Turkey emphasized positive inducements to 

build influence in Ankara at the expense of the West. Putin was quick to provide firm and public 

support to his Turkish counterpart following the July 2016 coup attempt. Soon after, Moscow 

offered to fulfill Turkey’s long-standing desire to acquire advanced air defense technology by 

selling the S-400 missile system. In both cases, Moscow provided Ankara with highly valued 

support that Turkey perceived its NATO allies to be withholding. 
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By inducing Turkey to buy Russian weapons, Moscow successfully drove a tangible and 

significant wedge between Turkey and its NATO allies. The US followed through on its 

ultimatum to kick Turkey out of the F-35 program, and Washington sanctioned a NATO ally for 

the first time in the Alliance’s history. NATO leadership, moreover, has been explicit in its 

concerns that Turkey’s acquisition of the S-400 will inhibit the Alliance’s interoperability.149 

This case thus represents one of the few clear-cut instances of wedging success in our report.  

Why did competitor wedging succeed in this instance? We identify three key reasons in this 

case. First, Russia could credibly deliver on its offer of support. Second, Turkey placed a high 

value on that support. Putin’s political backing following the attempt to overthrow Erdogan 

and the opportunity to acquire sophisticated air defense technology met critical needs. Indeed, 

Turkey’s leaders perceived the US and other NATO allies as wanting in those departments. Last, 

although the US imposed serious penalties on Turkey for purchasing the S-400 system, the 

costs were nonetheless limited. Had Turkey perceived a higher price from Moscow or a higher 

cost from the US, the outcome may have been different.  
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China Fails to Prevent THAAD 

Deployment to South Korea  

(2013–2017) 

This section examines China’s efforts to weaken and impose limits on the US-South Korean 

alliance between 2013 and 2017. It begins by examining Chinese president Xi Jinping’s courting 

of South Korean president Park Geun-hye after both leaders rose to power in 2013 and then 

homes in on Beijing’s failed bid to dissuade Seoul from supporting the US deployment of the 

advanced THAAD system to South Korea. China viewed the introduction of THAAD capabilities 

so close to its borders as a threat to its strategic and security interests and was therefore 

explicit in its desire to stop it.  

The significance of the US-South Korean alliance makes understanding China’s wedge 

strategies toward Seoul especially important. South Korea hosts more than 28,000 US military 

personnel according to State Department figures and President Obama and President Biden 

have both characterized the alliance as the “linchpin” of Indo-Pacific security.150 At the same 

time, China and South Korea share cultural and historical bonds, and Seoul has a record of 

deferential conduct toward Beijing.151 In part for these reasons, Beijing may well view South 

Korea as “the weakest link in the US alliance network.”152 

The section below proceeds in four parts. First, we provide background on South Korea’s 

relationships with both the US and China before President Park took office in 2013. Second, we 

survey China’s initial efforts to strengthen ties with Park’s administration primarily through 

reward-based inducements. Third, we examine the various stages of the THAAD crisis, 

outlining China’s gradual ratcheting up of pressure on Seoul to stop the deployment. Fourth, 

we conclude that, although PRC coercion ultimately failed to keep THAAD off the 
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a Meeting With President Lee Myung-bak of South Korea in Toronto, Canada,” (Toronto, Canada, June 26, 2010), 
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Korean Peninsula (and indeed alienated South Korean leaders and large segments of the 

public), Beijing’s aggressive actions nevertheless succeeded in securing limited South Korean 

commitments regarding future security cooperation with Washington—and may well have 

succeeded more fully if not for North Korea’s repeated provocations. 

Background 

US-South Korean relations enjoyed a relative high point during the administration of 

South Korean president Lee Myung-bak (2008–2013).153 In June 2009, President Lee and 

President Obama announced a “Joint Vision for the Alliance” that aimed to move the 

relationship into new areas of strategic cooperation on issues such as the North Korea 

challenge and the Korea-US Free Trade Agreement, among others. The alliance proved 

particularly strong following several North Korean attacks on South Korea in 2010, 

including the March sinking of the South Korean navy corvette ROKS Cheonan, which  

killed 43 sailors, and the November shelling of Yeonpyeong Island, which killed two South 

Korean marines and two civilians.154 In the wake of these provocations, Washington 

demonstrated its commitment to Seoul through unilateral economic sanctions on Pyongyang, 

cabinet-level visits to the demilitarized zone between North and South Korea, and new 

high-end military exercises.155 Indeed, the alliance was in such good condition at this time that 

President Obama went so far as to describe it as the “lynchpin of not only security  

for the Republic of Korea and the United States but also for the Pacific as a whole.”156  

As Washington and Seoul drew closer under Lee, Chinese-South Korean relations worsened. 

Seoul chafed at Beijing’s support for North Korea, its assertiveness in their maritime 

jurisdictional disputes in the Yellow Sea, and its human rights violations.157 China, for its part, 

blamed Seoul for North Korea’s 2010 attacks and disapproved of its expanding ties with 

Washington, including the growing prospect of enhanced trilateral security cooperation 
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between the US, South Korea, and Japan.158 In the wake of two June 2012 US-South Korean 

military exercises, the PRC Ministry of Defense lamented the “intentional” strengthening 

of alliances.159  

Divider approach 1 and target initial response 

Beijing courts a receptive Park administration 

In February 2013, Park Geun-hye entered office as the new South Korean president. Both she 

and Xi Jinping, the recently installed general secretary of the CCP, “sent signals…that they 

wanted to repair relations.”160 Beijing likely viewed Park to be more receptive than her 

predecessors toward Chinese interests. As a candidate, Park advocated for an “unprecedented 

‘grand reconciliation’ between Korea, China, and Japan” and stated that South Korea’s ties with 

the US and China were “not premised on choosing one over the other.”161 

In June 2013, Xi welcomed Park for an official state visit in Beijing where both leaders sought 

to improve ties and pledged to work together to address the North Korea issue. Beijing’s 

cooperative posture at this time was made more credible by its newfound willingness just a 

few weeks earlier to impose penalties on Pyongyang for its nuclear program.162 During the 

visit, the two sides agreed to set up a diplomatic channel between Park’s national security 

advisor and the PRC’s state councilor for foreign affairs, a channel Beijing had previously 

reserved for only Washington and Moscow, and to hold twice-yearly dialogues at the 

vice foreign minister level.163 
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By 2014, there could be little doubt that China was “aggressive[ly] wooing” South Korea.164 

Park and Xi met regularly, holding six summits within the first three years of the Park 

administration, and advanced what Council on Foreign Relations senior fellow Scott Snyder 

described as “steady improvements in strategic coordination.”165 In July 2014—not long after 

Japan announced plans to reinterpret its traditionally pacifist constitution, an unpopular move 

in both South Korea and China—Xi became the first sitting head of state in the history of the 

PRC to visit South Korea before North Korea.166 According to former South Korean national 

security advisor Chun Yung-woo, the visit was part a broader Chinese effort to “draw the 

Republic of Korea as far away as possible from Japan and the United States.”167 Beijing 

reinforced this perception when it asked Seoul early that year to sign a statement “that 

included language calling for the end of blocs and alliances in Asia.”168 

Between 2013 and 2015, Chinese-South Korean relations improved to such an extent that some 

analysts heralded a “shift in geopolitics.”169 When in August 2015 Park stood alongside Xi and 

Russian president Putin overlooking Tiananmen Square to observe an elaborate military 

parade commemorating end of World War II, there was reportedly concern in Washington that 

Seoul was leaning too far toward China.170  

President Obama, for his part, downplayed the concern. At an October 2015 US-South Korea 

summit, only a few months after Park’s public appearance next to Xi and Putin, Obama 

affirmed that he saw “no contradiction between the Republic of Korea having good relations 

with us, being a central part of our alliance and having good relations with China.”171 Park 

expressed appreciation for the diplomatic space, stating, “President Obama affirmed that 

Korea-U.S. relations and Korea-China relations could be compatible, and supported Korea’s 
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policies toward China. We believe that this will play a positive role in insuring peace and 

stability on the Korean Peninsula and throughout Northeast Asia.”172  

Divider approach 2 and wedging outcome 

The THAAD challenge 

In June 2014, the commander of US Forces Korea, General Curtis Scaparrotti, publicly proposed 

that Washington deploy the advanced THAAD missile defense system to South Korea in 

response to North Korea’s nuclear and missile threat. China was quick to express its strong 

opposition to the deployment. In the section below, we trace Beijing’s evolution from 

pressuring South Korea to refuse the deployment to ultimately implementing a wave of painful 

economic and political measures aimed at compelling Seoul to reverse its decision.  

Initial PRC pressure gives Park pause 

Although consistent in its opposition to THAAD, Beijing’s initial responses were relatively 

measured. In March 2015, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) issued a statement that 

THAAD “exceeds actual security needs, and will put renewed stress on the already fragile 

situation on the Korean peninsula…. We urge the relevant countries to be extra cautious, and 

think twice before acting.”173 Liu Jianchao, an assistant foreign minister, confirmed discussing 

China’s concerns with his South Korean counterparts, stating, “We hope that China’s concerns 

and worries will be respected.”174  

Eager not to offend Beijing, the Park Administration downplayed the issue. For the year and a 

half between June 2014 and January 2016, South Korean leaders were reluctant to discuss the 

issue publicly. In response to questions about the status of its deliberations, Seoul insisted that 

there had been no request from the US to deploy THAAD, no negotiation with the US about it, 

and no decision regarding its future deployment.175  
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That calculus changed in January 2016, when North Korea conducted its fourth nuclear test.176 

The next day, President Park held talks with President Obama and Japanese prime minister 

Shinzo Abe to plan a firm multilateral response. Beijing, however, declined Park’s entreaties to 

support such a response. Xi reportedly even declined to speak with Park for several weeks, a 

notable contrast to his earlier gestures on the North Korea file.177 There were simply limits to 

how far China would go to penalize North Korea.  

In February 2016, South Korea announced it would formally discuss the deployment with 

Washington.178 PRC pressure quickly mounted.179 That month, China’s ambassador to 

South Korea, Qiu Guohong, reportedly warned that all the progress made by Xi and Park 

in the preceding years “could be destroyed in an instant with a single problem,” adding that the 

deployment would “create a vicious cycle of Cold War-style confrontations.”180 MOFA later 

emphasized its view that “the THAAD issue is not a technical one…[but rather] a strategic one 

related to peace and stability in Northeast Asia [that would go] far beyond the actual defense 

requirement of the Korean Peninsula and will cause a direct impact on China’s strategic and 

security interests.”181  
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China turns up the heat 

In July, President Park finally agreed to deploy the THAAD system.182 This time, in addition to 

rhetorical objections, China responded by directing a robust and sustained campaign of 

political and economic coercion. China’s foreign minister Wang Yi lamented that the decision 

“has undermined the foundations of trust between the two countries.”183 Beijing then 

suspended key diplomatic channels and all high-level defense talks with Seoul.184  

China also levied economic penalties in the hopes of compelling Seoul to reverse course.185 

PRC’s coercive measures included, but were not limited to, the following:  

• The PRC’s State Administration of Radio, Film and Television issued a ban on popular 

South Korean cultural exports such as “K-pop” and TV dramas.186 

• China’s National Tourism Administration discouraged Chinese tourism to South 

Korea.187 

• Chinese consumers, encouraged by state-controlled newspapers, boycotted Korean 

cars and cosmetic products.188  

• Beijing cut off subsidies to electric car producers whose vehicles contained South 

Korean batteries.189  
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• Korean exporters confronted “irregular holdups” when transferring products through 

Chinese customs.190 

The PRC pointedly singled out The Lotte Group, the South Korean conglomerate that leased 

land to the South Korean government for the THAAD deployment, for especially harsh 

treatment. By April 2017, Beijing forced some 90 percent of Lotte Mart stores in China to close, 

frequently on the grounds of “fire safety violations.” The company would eventually sell off all 

its stores in China.191 

Despite the economic pain, however, China’s use of coercion failed to compel Park to reverse 

her decision. In April 2017, US Forces Korea announced that the first of several THAAD 

batteries was operational on South Korean soil.192  

North Korea (re)enters the fray 

In May 2017, South Koreans elected Moon Jae-in to replace Park following the latter’s ouster 

in a corruption scandal. The arrival of President Moon’s progressive government presented 

Beijing with a new opportunity to scuttle the THAAD deployment.193 As a candidate, Moon 

expressed reservations about Park’s handling of the THAAD issue and pledged to review the 

decision.194 Shortly after his election, Moon and Xi held a phone conversion in which they 

reached a “mutual consensus on repairing South Korea-China relations.”195  

At the end of May, international news media revealed that the US and South Korean militaries 

were in the process of deploying four additional THAAD launchers to the peninsula. A 

spokesperson for China’s MOFA declared that Beijing was “gravely concerned” about the 

reports.196 Moon, for his part, claimed to have been unaware of this development and  
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found it “very shocking.”197 He immediately ordered a probe into why his office had not been 

notified and proceeded to halt the deployment of the additional launchers pending an 

“environmental assessment” that could take “well over a year” to complete.198 For a moment, 

Beijing’s odds looked promising.  

Yet China’s hopes of disrupting the deployment once again fell prey to North Korean 

provocations. In late July, North Korea successfully completed an intercontinental ballistic 

missile test launch into South Korean waters, its second such test that month and 17th of the 

year.199 Several hours later, Moon convened an emergency meeting of the country’s national 

security council and decided to immediately deploy the four remaining launchers.200 

Denouement  

By the end of October 2017, China and South Korea appeared to have put the THAAD dispute 

behind them, despite Seoul having moved forward with the full battery deployment. On 

October 31, their foreign ministries released coordinated statements in which they  

“agreed to put exchanges and cooperation in all areas back on a normal track as fast as 

possible.”201 Notably, on the same day that Beijing and Seoul released these conciliatory 

statements, the PRC’s MOFA publicized several concessions that Seoul had apparently 

 made to Beijing regarding future security cooperation with the US (and Japan).  

In response to a question about Beijing’s rationale for moving past the THAAD issue, the  

MOFA spokesperson promptly stated the following:  

We have noted that South Korea stated publicly that South Korea will not join 
the US anti-missile system, develop the South Korea-US-Japan security 
cooperation into a tripartite military alliance or make additional deployment of 
the THAAD system, and the current THAAD deployment in the South Korea will 
not undermine China's strategic security interests. We hope that South Korea 
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will match word to deed and follow through on these remarks to properly 
handle the relevant issue.202 

Indeed, the day prior, on October 30, South Korea’s foreign minister Kang Kyung-wha made 

exactly these commitments during a State Affairs Audit meeting at the National Assembly, in 

what appeared at the time to be comments “out of the blue.”203 She stated that Seoul was not 

considering any additional THAAD deployments, would not join a trilateral alliance with the 

US and Japan, and would not join a regional US-led missile defense system.204 The timing of 

these commitments suggests that they were likely central to China’s willingness to repair 

bilateral ties with South Korea.  

Summary and assessment 

This case study examined China’s efforts to weaken and impose limits on the US-South Korean 

alliance from 2013 to 2017, during the early years of the Park Administration and later on the 

specific policy issue of preventing the THAAD deployment. Over this period, Beijing pursued 

its goals initially through political carrots and then, as the THAAD deployment appeared 

increasingly inevitable, through a significant package of diplomatic and economic sticks. 

Indeed, China initially extended positive inducements to the relatively receptive Park. 

Chinese-South Korean relations improved markedly, and some in Washington reportedly grew 

concerned that Seoul was drifting too close. That Park resisted holding formal talks  

on THAAD for a year and a half after the US proposed it, and that Moon put a hold on the 

deployment upon coming into office, suggests that Beijing’s measures helped to either produce 

or at the very least reinforce Seoul’s hesitance toward the deployment.  

Yet as North Korea continued to develop and test its missile capabilities, both Park and Moon 

decided to move forward with THAAD. Whereas Xi early in his tenure made a point—or at least 

a show—of pressuring Pyongyang, by 2016 he proved unwilling or unable to stay that course. 

Rather than work with Seoul on the North Korea challenge, Beijing resorted to a campaign of 

political and economic coercion to punish Seoul and compel it to reverse course. 

These measures failed. Not only that, China’s coercive wedging backfired to some degree by 

hardening South Korean public and elite attitudes toward Beijing. For example, a 2019 survey 

revealed that 14 percent of the South Korean public view China as a reliable partner—down 
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from 33 percent in 2016.205 Meanwhile, popular views of the US-South Korea alliance have 

improved, albeit from an already high baseline: a 2017 poll conducted by the ASAN Institute 

indicated that 95 percent of South Koreans viewed the US alliance favorably, up from 

94 percent in 2016 and 91 percent in 2011.206 At the official level, in April 2017 

South Korean lawmakers passed a resolution expressing “deep concern and regret” over 

China’s coercive measures, which they described as “a big stumbling block” in the country’s 

relationship with Beijing.207 In 2019, Chun Yung-woo, the former national security advisor, 

remarked that PRC actions during the THAAD crisis demonstrated to South Koreans just “how 

harsh [the Chinese] can be in dealing with their small neighbors and how hollow their 

commitment to a peaceful rise actually turned out to be…. The romantic view of China is 

gone now.” 

Despite these setbacks, PRC wedging toward South Korea was not an unalloyed failure.  

Both Park and Moon hesitated to move forward with THAAD; if North Korea had adopted a  

less menacing posture, Seoul may not have moved forward with the full battery deployment. 

China’s coercion also succeeded in extracting from Seoul the “Three No’s.” Although these 

commitments were not radical, they did set limits on the future parameters of US-South Korean 

security cooperation. That they were offered as a palliative to China after a nearly  

two-year period of coercion suggests that Chinese coercion was at least somewhat effective at 

driving a wedge between the US and South Korea.  
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China Fails to Weaken the Australian-

US Alliance (2016–2021)  

This section surveys China’s efforts since 2016 to gain influence in Australia at the expense of 

Washington. The case focuses on two recent episodes in Sino-Australian relations. The first is 

China’s subversion efforts to increase its influence in Australian politics and society, including 

at the expense of the US-Australian alliance. The second is the PRC’s punitive response to 

Australia’s call for an international inquiry into the origins of the COVID-19 pandemic, which 

triggered a rapid deterioration in the China-Australia relationship and coincided with a major 

deepening in the US-Australian alliance. Collectively, the section illustrates that Chinese 

statecraft has sensitized Canberra to the potential threat China poses and, far from weakening 

the bonds of alliance between the US and Australia, it has helped to strengthen them. 

Australia is a major US ally in Asia, and its historical willingness to support US foreign and 

security policies meaningfully is unparalleled among US allies in Asia. Canberra has fought 

alongside the US in every major military action since World War I and has continued to rely on 

the alliance to serve as the foundation of its security since the end of the Cold War.208 For its 

economic prosperity, however, Australia has turned increasingly to China over the past several 

decades. In 2007, China became Australia's largest trading partner, and the bilateral trade and 

investment relationship was instrumental in helping Australia weather the 2008–2009 Global 

Financial Crisis without experiencing a recession.209 Indeed, the economic relationship with 

China helped to drive 30 consecutive years of uninterrupted economic growth, a streak that 

ended only in 2020 with the COVID-19 pandemic.210 The importance of Australia’s economic 

relationship with China has led some commentators to suggest that Canberra’s economic 

interests are pulling it away from Washington.211  
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Given Australia’s role as a stout American ally and an anchor of American strategic interests in 

Asia, the alliance makes an obvious target. As veteran Australian journalist Paul Kelly has 

noted, “If the rise of China can compromise a rock-solid alliance with Australia, no other 

American alliance relationship in the Pacific can be considered safe from erosion.”212 Beijing 

has apparently eyed weakening the alliance. In 2005, Chen Yonglin, a former Chinese diplomat 

and PRC defector, reported that Beijing aspired to “turn Australia into a second France; that 

dares to say ‘no’ to America.”213 To this end, much of Beijing’s effort to build influence in 

Australia relied on the use of coercion and subversion.  

This section proceeds in four parts. First, we provide background on how Australia tried to 

manage its growing economic relationship with China while nevertheless maintaining—and 

indeed strengthening—its alliance with the US. Second, we survey the first episode, the 

emergence of, and Australia’s reaction to, Chinese subversive influence in Australian politics 

and society. Third, we survey the second episode, the rapid deterioration of the China-Australia 

relationship following the Australian foreign minister’s April 2020 suggestion for an 

international inquiry into the origins of the COVID-19 virus. Fourth, we assess and review 

China’s conduct, concluding that Beijing’s statecraft has been instrumental in helping to make 

the US-Australia alliance stronger today than at any point in the post–Cold War era.  

Background 

Australian leaders have long debated how best to balance Canberra’s security interests in the 

US alliance with its economic relationship with China. During Kevin Rudd’s first term as  

prime minister (2007–2010), for example, his government criticized Beijing’s human rights 

record and raised alarm about its military modernization. Rudd’s successor, Julia Gillard 

(2010–2013), adopted what many viewed as a “less confrontational” approach. 214 Gillard 

rejected the notion of having to choose between Australia’s security alliance with the  

US and its economic relationship with China. A 2013 Defense White Paper stated, “Australia 
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welcomes China’s rise ... China’s continued economic growth has been a positive contributor to 

the econom[y] of Australia…. China’s defence capabilities are growing and its military is 

modernising, as a natural and legitimate outcome of its economic growth.”215  

At the same time, however, Gillard nurtured the US alliance and worked to deepen it. She 

supported the Obama Administration’s “pivot” to Asia.216 In 2012, Australia began hosting 

US marines in the northern city of Darwin, marking the first major expansion in the 

US military’s presence in the Asia-Pacific since the Vietnam War.217 China opposed the move; 

PRC state media noted, “There is real worry in the Chinese society concerning Australia's 

acceptance of an increased US military presence” and warned that Australia “cannot play  

China for a fool” and “will be caught in the crossfire.”218 

Subsequent Australian leaders would similarly attempt to strike their own balance. In 2014, 

Prime Minister Tony Abbott (2013–2015) expressed notional support for the China-led Asia 

Infrastructure Investment Bank.219 In 2015, Australia irritated President Obama when the PRC 

firm Landbridge won a 99-year lease to operate the port of Darwin just a few miles from where 

US marines were in rotation.220 By the middle of the decade, multiple Australian governments 

had demonstrated their willingness, albeit to varying degrees, to expand ties with both 

Washington and Beijing while managing the frustration of one or the other along the way.  
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Divider approach 1 and target initial response 

PRC subversion and coercion  

In 2016 and 2017, Australians got wind of several scandals and revelations regarding PRC 

interference in Australian politics, including efforts to gain influence over policies that would 

put distance between Canberra and Washington. After Australia responded to this threat by 

passing anti-interference legislation and building other defenses, China penalized Canberra in 

their political and economic relationship. Over this time, the view in Australia that China poses 

a potential threat became increasingly prevalent, and the US-Australia alliance was deepened.  

China’s subversion 

In 2016, an Australian investigation into Chinese interference “revealed that the CCP was 

routinely targeting high levels of government with a view to exercising direct influence over 

policy-making.”221 Below we highlight a few such instances of PRC subversion and coercion 

that demonstrate how the PRC sought to gain influence over Australian policy, including 

policies that could have put distance between Canberra and Washington.  

One of the scandals centered on Australian Labor senator Sam Dastyari, who, deviating from 

his party’s position on the issue, echoed standard PRC talking points in public remarks on  

SCS policy disputes.222 Standing next to Huang Xiangmo, a prominent political donor who 

was also president of the Australian Council for the Promotion of the Peaceful Reunification of 

China, a CCP-linked group that seeks to influence public opinion and government policies  

in foreign countries, Dastyari stated: “The Chinese integrity of its borders is a matter for 

China….The role that Australia should be playing as a friend is to know…where it is and isn't 

our place to be involved.”223 Dastyari’s comments appear to have been intended to salvage  

an AUD 400,000 donation that Huang canceled after the Australian Labor Party’s defense 

spokesperson publicly stated that the country should conduct freedom of navigations 
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operations in the SCS.224 After these and other allegations emerged in 2017, Dastyari resigned 

from the senate.225 

Another revelation in 2017 involved Meng Jianzhu, who was then a member of the CCP’s 

Politburo and head of the Party’s Commission on Political and Legal Affairs.226 In March 2017, 

after the Australian Senate declined to support an extradition treaty with China, Meng 

reportedly lobbied the Labor Party to support the agreement in a closed-door meeting in 

Sydney. According to leaked accounts of the conversation, Meng told his Australian 

interlocutors it would be “a shame if Chinese government representatives had to tell the 

Chinese community in Australia that Labor did not support the relationship between Australia 

and China.”227  

In December 2017, a critical parliamentary election was held in Bennelong, an area of  

Sydney home to a large number of Chinese Australians.228 The election had the potential to 

determine the fate of the government of Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull (2015–2018), which 

at that time had just a one-vote majority in the lower house and had begun to advocate the 

passage of legislation to counter foreign interference.229 Australian media revealed that  

there were pronounced efforts by CCP-linked actors to encourage Chinese Australians to  
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support the opposition Labor Party.230 A mysterious letter, for example, was circulated to 

voters in Bennelong, which stated the following: 

In our eyes, the current Liberal Coalition party is very different from before — 
it's now an extreme right wing ruling party….They are against China, against 
Asian migrants, against Chinese international students in broad daylight and 
under the table….They are pushing the Australia and China relationship to the 
edge of distrust….All of this hurts the interest of Chinese Australians, and they 
are not in line with the interests of Australia.231 

According to Fairfax media, the letter was shared by the Australian Council for the  

Promotion of Peaceful Reunification of China, although the organization denied it. The Labor 

Party lost the election, and the Turnbull government was able to move forward with its  

anti-interference efforts.  

Canberra viewed these and other “domestic interference” scandals with great concern. In 

December 2017, Prime Minister Turnbull stated, "foreign powers are making unprecedented 

and increasingly sophisticated attempts to influence the political process, both here and 

abroad.”232 By 2018, mainstream Australian discourse held that the CCP “is seeking to exert 

unprecedented influence to achieve instrumental political outcomes, the overriding one being 

compliance with China’s worldview.”233  

Australia responds and China retaliates  

The Turnbull government moved promptly to insulate itself from this unwelcome influence, 

and the prime minister himself declared in Mandarin, “The Australian people stand up,” 

channeling Mao Zedong’s reputed assertion of Chinese sovereignty in 1949.234 In June 2018, 

Canberra passed anti-interference legislation, which Turnbull described as the “most 
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significant reforms to Australia’s foreign interference laws in decades.”235 In November 2018, 

Canberra passed another measure restricting the ability of foreign individuals and entities to 

donate to Australian political campaigns.236  

Increasingly sensitized to the threat posed by the PRC, Canberra moved to insulate itself in 

other areas, too, including those that had been flagged previously as presenting potential 

security threats. In 2018, Australia passed legislation subjecting foreign investors in critical 

infrastructure—to include the Darwin port—to enhanced scrutiny to ensure that foreign 

owners do not exert improper influence.237 It also banned the Chinese telecom giants Huawei 

and ZTE from working on Australia’s 5G network, citing the risk posed by entities “subject to 

extrajudicial directions from a foreign government.”238  

China reacted strongly to Australia’s accusations of interference and subsequent 

countermeasures. In December 2017, the foreign ministry’s spokesperson stated, “Such 

remarks simply cater to the irresponsible reports by some Australian media that are  

without principle and full of bias against China.”239 The same month, The People’s Daily, the 

CCP’s official mouthpiece, accused Australia of racism: “This type of hysterical paranoia,” it 

wrote, “had racist undertones, and is a stain on Australia’s image as a multicultural society.”240 

Following the passage of the counter-interference legislation, China responded by putting 

diplomatic relations with Australia in a “deep freeze,” with the PRC ambassador accusing 

Canberra of making “systematic, irresponsible, negative remarks and comments regarding 
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China.”241 As Iain Henry, a lecturer at the Australian National University, writes, “as 2018 

progressed the deep freeze in Sino-Australian relations grew more problematic. Ministerial 

visits to China were delayed until their inevitable cancellation, and when Australia's trade 

minister was able to secure a rare visa approval, he did not meet with his Chinese 

counterpart.”242 Turnbull acknowledged the difficulties in 2018: “There has been a degree of 

tension in the relationship which has arisen because of criticism in China of our foreign 

interference laws, but it is very important that the Australian government ensures only 

Australians are influencing our political processes.”243  

In addition to political sanctions, China hit Australia with economic and other penalties.  

For example, in June 2018, Australian wine was held up at Chinese ports.244 In 2019,  

Australian coal, one of the country’s largest exports to China, similarly had difficulty passing 

through PRC port terminals.245 In 2019, PRC actors hacked the Australian parliament’s website, 

and the Chinese ambassador to Australia laid blame for bilateral tensions squarely at 

Canberra’s feet.246  

US-Australia alliance deepens 

As the China-Australia relationship strained between 2017 and 2019, the US-Australia  

alliance strengthened. The Turnbull government was eager to keep the Trump Administration 

engaged in the Indo-Pacific and sought to accommodate the administration’s desire  
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to have allies to spend more on defense.247 In June 2017, Turnbull emphasized that “we 

understand President Trump's request that those who benefit from the peace America 

 secures do more militarily and financially to contribute.”248 In 2017, the US Congress passed a 

law enabling Australia (and the UK) to join its National Defense Technology Base.249 Also  

in 2017, Australia supported reestablishing the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (the Quad) 

after the US secretary of state endorsed that idea earlier in the year.250 This support was a 

change for Canberra, as Australian leaders declined to pursue the Quad concept in its earlier 

incarnation in 2007.251 Australia also strongly endorsed the Trump Administration’s vision  

for a “free and open Indo-Pacific,” a concept that some US allies were hesitant to embrace.252  

In 2019, both Washington and Canberra criticized Chinese actions in the SCS and China’s 

reported efforts to establish a military base in Cambodia. They called on Beijing to join a 

trilateral arms control effort to replace the now-defunct Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces 

Treaty—a proposition that Beijing has flatly rejected.253 The deepening of the alliance was 

driven by an increased perception of threat in Canberra stemming from both the PRC’s 

interference in Australia’s politics and society and its aggressive conduct across the 

Indo-Pacific. As Andrew O’Neil, a professor at Australia’s Griffith University, wrote, “Evidence 

of interference by Beijing in Australia’s domestic system and China’s assertive military build-
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up in the South China Sea have triggered unprecedented levels of concern among Australian 

policy makers.”254  

Divider approach 2 and wedging outcome 

If the Chinese-Australian relationship was on a downward trend before the COVID-19 

pandemic, the global outbreak made it much worse. After the Australian foreign minister 

publicly called for an international inquiry into the origins of COVID-19, China promptly 

responded with economic and political coercion, sending the relationship to its lowest point in 

decades. Between 2020 and 2021, while Australia stood ready to improve ties with China, it 

stood firm on pursuing the COVID-19 investigation and moved to significantly expand its 

alliance with the US. 

The Australian inquiry and the Chinese sticks 

In April 2021, the Australian foreign minister Marise Payne publicly introduced the idea of 

forming an international inquiry to examine the origins of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Trump 

Administration quickly endorsed the initiative.255 Canberra’s call for the inquiry triggered a 

dramatic and rapid deterioration in relations with China. Beijing attacked the proposal, and 

PRC officials in Australia again resorted to economic threats. In a late-April newspaper 

interview, Cheng Jingye, China’s ambassador in Canberra, suggested that the Chinese people 

were “dismayed” with the Australian proposal and that “maybe the ordinary people will say 

‘Why should we drink Australian wine? Eat Australian beef?’”256 He further suggested that 

Chinese tourists might have “second thoughts” about vacationing in Australia and that Chinese 

“parents…would also think...whether this is the best place to send their kids.”257 

Soon Beijing imposed a raft of economic penalties, including an 80 percent tariff on Australian 

barley exports to China, a 100 to 200 percent tariff on Australian wine, and a halt of meat 
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imports from a number of producers.258 The PRC’s foreign ministry also discouraged Chinese 

tourists from visiting Australia, citing a heightened risk of racist attack.259 The PRC had 

previously employed trade barriers as a coercive tactic targeting Canberra, but these measures 

were “unprecedented in…[their] scale and commercial impact.”260 

Beijing also appears to have placed the political relationship in an even deeper freeze than 

before, cutting off bilateral communication at the ministerial level.261 The Australian commerce 

and agricultural ministers, for example, sought for weeks to speak with their Chinese 

counterparts to discuss the impending Chinese tariffs on Australian exports, and both were 

denied the opportunity.262 An official from the Chinese embassy in Canberra has said that “the 

problem is all caused by the Australian side.” He explained, “China is trying to send a message 

that Australia should change the mentality of how you look at China and its development and 

whether it’s an opportunity or a threat – that is the issue.”263 In November, the PRC embassy 

released a list of 14 grievances that Beijing harbored against Canberra, and a Chinese embassy 

official suggested that the bilateral relationship would not improve until Australia began taking 

remedial actions to accommodate PRC interests.264  
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Historic deepening in US-Australia alliance 

The deterioration in Sino-Australian ties has coincided with a deepening of the US-Australia 

alliance. In summer 2020, the Australian Department of Defence released a Strategic Update 

stating, “Australia’s strategic environment has deteriorated more rapidly than anticipated.”265 

The document offered thinly veiled criticism of China, noting that “some countries will 

continue to pursue their strategic interests through a combination of coercive activities, 

including espionage, interference, and economic levers.”266 It further committed to significant 

new defense spending and pledged to further “deepen the Alliance” with the US.267  

US officials, for their part, have been vocal in their condemnation of PRC conduct vis-à-vis 

Australia. In 2020, US secretary of state Mike Pompeo condemned the CCP for threatening 

“Australia with economic retribution for the simple act of asking for an independent inquiry 

into the origins of the virus. It’s not right. We stand with Australia.”268 The Biden 

Administration has gone further, linking the status of Sino-American ties to China’s conduct 

toward Australia. In 2021, Kurt Campbell, the White House coordinator for Indo-Pacific affairs, 

remarked that the US “is not prepared to improve relations in a bilateral and separate context 

at the same time that a close and dear ally is being subjected to a form of economic coercion.”269 

Washington, he said, is “not going to leave Australia alone on the field.”270 

Between 2020 and 2021, the US-Australia alliance deepened and expanded significantly. At  

the 2020 and 2021 Australia-US Ministerial Consultations (AUSMIN), the two sides agreed to a 

slew of new initiatives. In 2020, the ministers agreed to reestablish a bilateral  

Force Posture Working Group to “advance force-posture cooperation in the Indo-Pacific to 

promote a secure and stable region and deter coercive acts and the use of force.”271  
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In 2021, the Working Group specified that its focus will be improving “air cooperation  

through the rotational deployment of U.S. aircraft of all types in Australia,” “maritime 

cooperation by increasing logistics and sustainment capabilities of U.S.” vessels, and “land 

cooperation by conducting more complex and more integrated exercises.”272 At the 2021 

AUSMIN, the allies also signed a Statement of Intent on Strategic Capabilities Cooperation  

and Implementation, “which will further strengthen capability outcomes, [and] deepen our 

Alliance.”273 The two sides further noted that bilateral cooperation “in hypersonic  

weapons and electromagnetic warfare” has progressed, that they recently “finalized bilateral 

strategies on industrial base collaboration,” and that the US committed to aid Australia’s effort  

to establish a Guided Weapons and Explosive Ordnance Enterprise.274  

In a major announcement in September 2021, the US and Australia, along with the UK, formed 

a new security partnership, called AUKUS, the first major objective of which is to  

facilitate Australia’s development of a nuclear-powered submarine force.275 In addition to the 

undersea domain, the trilateral partnership will also deepen trilateral cooperation in  

the cyber, artificial intelligence, and quantum technology domains.276 Prime Minister 

Scott Morrison (2018–present) described the initiative as “a forever partnership that that will 

enable Australia to protect our national security interests.”277 He went on to characterize  

the AUKUS agreement as “the single greatest” Australian national security initiative “since  

the [Australia, New Zealand, United States] alliance itself.”278  
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Summary and assessment 

Chinese statecraft over the last few years has succeeded in alienating Australians, heightening 

Canberra’s sense of threat, and deepening the US-Australia alliance. As former prime minster 

Turnbull remarked in 2021, Beijing’s effort to “make us more compliant” has “completely 

backfired.” The experience, he stated, “has demonstrated to China that they can pull all these 

levers and it doesn’t actually work.”279 

This section has surveyed two important episodes in the Sino-Australian relationship since 

2016: (1) China’s subversion efforts to increase its influence in Australian politics, and its 

coercive response once Canberra took remedial action, and (2) China’s coercive response to 

Australia’s call for an international inquiry into the origins of the COVID-19 pandemic. In both 

cases, once Australia adopted policies unfavorable to China, the latter responded not by 

seeking to assuage Canberra’s concerns or reassure it of its benign intent but by resorting to 

coercion and adopting a conspicuously aggrieved disposition.  

In combination with China’s growing assertiveness across the region, Beijing’s use of  

coercion targeting Australia heightened Canberra’s perception of threat and contributed to a 

major deepening in the US-Australian alliance. The perceived threat posed by China  

no doubt informed Prime Minister Morrison’s September 2021 declaration that “the relatively 

benign security environment that Australia has enjoyed for many decades in our region is 

behind us.”280 To address this challenge, Australia and the US have significantly  

expanded their bilateral defense cooperation.”281 According to Sam Roggeveen of the Lowy 

Institute in Sydney, the AUKUS agreement demonstrates that Australian leaders have “staked 

their future on the alliance.”282 

Indeed, Australia has elected to deepen the alliance with the US despite the large and important 

economic relationship it has with China.283 And although Australian foreign minister Payne 

remarked in July 2020 that Canberra has no intention of harming its relationship  

with China, in the same breath she stated, “nor do we intend to do things that are contrary to 
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our interests.”284 This remark suggests that whatever leverage China acquired as a result  

of its economic relationship with Australia has been limited, if not undermined, by Beijing’s 

own statecraft. 
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China’s Mixed Record vis-à-vis the 

Philippines-US Alliance (2016–2021) 

This section examines China’s efforts to exploit frictions in the US-Philippines alliance during 

the administration of Philippine president Rodrigo Duterte (2016–2021). Indeed, Duterte 

entered office on an explicit platform of separating from Washington. His early visceral stance 

against the US thus provided China with a window of opportunity to dramatically weaken a  

US alliance in Southeast Asia.  

This case is especially interesting because the scenario at hand—one in which a divider 

appears to be pushing on an open door (versus convincing a target to do something it may not 

want to do)—is a distinct type of challenge facing US alliances elsewhere. In places such as 

Turkey or Hungary, US competitors may find themselves stumbling into conditions favorable 

to weakening US alliances. Therefore, policy-makers must understand how America’s 

competitors may respond to such opportunities. 

This case has two sections. First, we provide background information on Manila’s relations 

with the US and China in the years before Duterte’s rise to power. We also include an overview 

of the unambiguous ways in which Duterte signaled his desire to reorient Philippine foreign 

policy away from Washington and toward Beijing. Second, we examine Chinese policy toward 

Manila during the period of interest. On the one hand, the PRC was eager to capitalize on 

Duterte’s opening and extended Manila a basket of political and economic inducements, 

pledging in particular to help the new president with his declared priorities concerning 

economic and infrastructure development. On the other hand, Beijing maintained an assertive 

posture in Philippine-claimed areas of the SCS throughout much of Duterte’s tenure. We also 

discuss in this section China’s surprisingly persistent coercive conduct following Manila’s 

February 2020 decision to initiate a 180-day review period for terminating its Visiting Forces 

Agreement (VFA) with the US. Overall, we argue that although China’s efforts to capitalize on 

Duterte’s opening resulted in substantive albeit limited gains, Chinese coercion toward 

Philippine interests in the SCS during this period may have cost Beijing an extraordinary 

opportunity to meaningfully weaken the US-Philippines alliance.  
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Background 

Although the Philippines is the oldest US treaty ally in Asia, bilateral strains in the post–Cold 

War era have made the alliance an appealing target for the PRC. In the early 2000s, Beijing 

enjoyed what it characterized as a “golden era” with Manila.285 The two countries succeeded in 

compartmentalizing their principal points of friction—territorial and maritime disputes in the 

SCS—while expanding economic cooperation.  

During the administration of Philippine president Benigno Aquino III (2010–2016), however, 

Sino-Philippine relations deteriorated as disputes in the SCS flared. China seized control of the 

disputed Scarborough Shoal in 2012 and began large-scale land reclamation in the SCS soon 

afterward, transforming the small features it occupies (which are also claimed by the 

Philippines, Vietnam, and Taiwan) into large militarized islands.286 To defend its claims, in 

2013 Manila initiated a compulsory arbitration case per Annex VII of the UN Convention on the 

Law of the Sea, an act that drove bilateral relations with China to their lowest point in 

decades.287 By the end of Aquino’s term, Manila’s concerns about Beijing had grown so acute 

that the Philippine president publicly compared the PRC to Nazi Germany.288 

As PRC-Philippine relations worsened under Aquino, the US-Philippine alliance deepened. In 

2011, the allies began to hold a Bilateral Strategic Dialogue involving the US secretaries of state 

and defense.289 Washington provided Manila with much-needed arms, and in 2014 the allies 

concluded the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA), which authorized US forces 

to upgrade and access five Philippine bases, including one in Palawan Province just astride the 
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disputed Spratly Islands.290 The US and Philippine militaries also held increasingly large 

military exercises, some involving amphibious operations in or near the SCS.291 

Duterte gives Washington the cold shoulder 

The rise of Philippine president Rodrigo Duterte changed the triangular dynamic between 

Manila, Washington, and Beijing. Duterte entered office openly skeptical of the US. “America 

would never die for us,” he complained during his campaign, later adding as president-elect, 

“We have this pact with the West but I want everybody to know that we will be charting a 

course of our own…. It will not be dependent on America.”292  

Unsurprisingly, US-Philippine relations quickly deteriorated upon Duterte’s arrival. In 

September 2016, President Obama expressed concern over Duterte’s war on drugs, which has 

allegedly involved widespread extrajudicial violence.293 Duterte responded by referring to 

Obama with an expletive, causing the US president to cancel a planned meeting with him.294 

Later that month, Duterte said he wanted US troops to leave Mindanao, a restive island where 

they had long advised Philippine counterinsurgency operations.295 He announced that the 

country would no longer conduct “war games” with the US at least in part because of China’s 
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Administration,” Reuters, Jan. 28, 2021, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-usa-china-

idUSKBN29Y03Y; Neil Jerome Morales, “Philippines President-Elect Says Won't Rely on United States,” Reuters, 

May 16, 2016, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-politics/philippines-president-elect-says-wont-

rely-on-united-states-idUSKCN0YM1EZ. 
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Hangzhou, China, Sept. 05, 2016), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2016/09/05/press-
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philippines/90261684/. 
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opposition.296 Duterte ordered his defense secretary to obtain military equipment from China 

and Russia and announced that Manila would “open alliances” with these nations.297  

Throughout early 2017, moreover, Duterte watered down plans to implement provisions of 

the EDCA that Manila had signed with Washington in 2014. The EDCA allows for the US to 

“preposition and store defense equipment, supplies, and material” at the agreed locations and 

for the “bunkering of vessels, temporary maintenance of vehicles, vessels, and aircraft; [and] 

temporary accommodation of personnel.”298 Upon entering office, however, Duterte took steps 

seemingly intended to nullify or obstruct the agreement. In January 2017, Duterte held a press 

conference in which he “serv[ed] notice” to the US military not to violate terms of the 

agreement. In March, the Philippines unexpectedly and without explanation canceled plans for 

EDCA-related construction at the Antonio Bautista Air Base.299 

Determining what exactly drove Duterte’s push to alter Philippine foreign relations is difficult. 

Some analysts trace his skepticism of the US to his upbringing—members of his family 

reportedly believe Washington “was guilty of crimes during its invasion and colonization of the 

Philippines during the first half of the 20th century.”300 Others cite his frustration that the 

US had not defended the Philippines against Chinese aggression in the SCS during the 

Aquino Administration. Perhaps, however, he simply played up his anti-Americanism to solicit 

Chinese support for his “Build, Build, Build” development agenda; at one point, Duterte 

indicated that if Beijing would “build [for us] a train [going to] Batangas, for the six years that 

I’ll be president, I’ll shut up [on the South China Sea disputes].”301 
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Whatever the reason, Duterte appeared to hasten Manila’s realignment toward China during 

an October 2016 visit to Beijing, where he announced a “separation with the United States.” 

Observers characterized Duterte’s foreign policy as a “180-degree turn” and “a shocking 

reversal for America’s carefully constructed alliance system in the Pacific.”302  

Divider approach and wedging outcome 

Beijing’s simultaneous use of carrots and sticks toward Duterte 

China moved quickly to capitalize on the prospect of a US treaty ally eager to “separate” from 

Washington. Beijing promptly revived warm political ties with Manila and offered Duterte a 

range of political and economic inducements, promising to increase investment, provide 

favorable loans, and lower trade barriers. China also offered increased cooperation in the SCS, 

albeit in limited areas and while maintaining an overall assertive posture regarding 

long-standing territorial and maritime disputes. 

Political and economic inducements 

Duterte’s October 2016 trip to Beijing marked the first state visit by a Philippine head of state 

to China since 2011.303 PRC president Xi Jinping called the engagement “an opportunity  

to push China-Philippines relations back on a friendly footing and fully improve things.”304 

Xi provided Duterte with unusually wide access to the CCP’s senior leaders, and the two sides 

declared their intent to pursue a “strategic and cooperative relationship.”305  
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10.1080/00927678.2019.1589664. 
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A major vector of China’s Philippine strategy at this stage was to provide Duterte with the 

economic assistance that he desired and that China was well positioned to provide.306  

Of the 13 bilateral agreements signed during Duterte’s October 2016 visit, at least  

9 concerned exploring ways to increase bilateral trade and investment.307 Also during the trip, 

China extended $24 billion in aid and investment commitments and lifted a ban of Philippine 

fruit exporters.308 Two months later, Beijing offered Manila $14 million in light arms  

and speedboats and an additional $500 million in long-term soft loans for further  

military equipment.309 

In addition to economic carrots, Duterte and Xi agreed to resume a slew of intergovernmental 

consultation mechanisms that China had suspended during the Aquino Administration. These 

included Foreign Ministry Consultations, Annual Defense Security Talks, the Joint Commission 

on Economic and Trade Cooperation, and the Joint Committee on Science and Technology.310 

Notably, Beijing also expressed its support for the “Philippine government's efforts in drug 

control,” the issue that had strained Manila’s ties with Washington.311 

In 2018, Xi became the first visit Chinese sitting head of state to visit the Philippines in  

11 years. In Manila, the two sides inked 29 more agreements, including cooperative accords on 

several infrastructure projects and agreements on industrial parks, agricultural issues, and 
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humanitarian assistance.312 Manila signed an agreement to participate in China’s global  

Belt and Road Initiative, and Xi notably once again expressed support for Duterte’s antidrug 

campaign.313 

Accommodation and coercion in the SCS 

While China provided Duterte economic and political support, Chinese conduct toward 

Philippine interests in the SCS proved simultaneously cooperative and coercive. This dualistic 

approach was a central feature of Chinese policy—and a somewhat puzzling one given the 

unique wedging opportunity that Duterte was presented. Although we cannot prove the 

counterfactual, Beijing’s refusal to curb its aggressive posture in the SCS may well have limited 

its ability to exacerbate frictions in the US-Philippines alliance. 

Limited cooperation in the SCS  

Below is a non-exhaustive list of cooperative measures Beijing adopted vis-à-vis the 

Philippines in the SCS during the Duterte Administration. Many of these measures represent 

long-standing PRC policy positions, to be sure, and none qualifies as a dramatic concession. 

Nonetheless, China likely designed these measures to help alleviate and compartmentalize its 

offshore tensions with Manila—the most significant source of bilateral friction in their 

relationship. These measures included the following:  

• Shortly after Duterte’s October 2016 visit to Beijing, the Chinese Coast Guard (CCG) 

began allowing Philippine fishermen to operate in the waters around the Scarborough 

Shoal.314 The CCG had periodically barred them from doing so since 2012.315  

• In 2016, Beijing and Manila agreed to establish a bilateral consultation mechanism on 

the SCS “to find ways forward to strengthen mutual trust and confidence.”316  
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• In 2016, China and the Philippines agreed to establish a Joint Coast Guard Committee 

on Maritime Cooperation.317 In January 2020, the CCG—China’s proverbial tip of the 

spear in the SCS—paid a weeklong visit to Manila for combined exercises with 

Philippine counterparts.318 

• In early 2017, senior Chinese officials began to express optimism about soon 

concluding a long-awaited SCS Code of Conduct with the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations.319  

• Throughout the Duterte Administration, and especially in 2019 and 2020, China 

sought to reach an agreement with the Philippines to jointly explore for oil and gas in 

the SCS.320  

Simultaneous coercion in the SCS 

Alongside the cooperative measures highlighted above, China maintained a decidedly assertive 

posture toward the Philippines (and other rival claimants) in the SCS, primarily by continuing 

to expand and militarize its occupied features. Additional coercive measures targeting the 

Philippines included the following:  

• In May 2017, Xi told Duterte that China would go to war with the Philippines if Manila 

moved ahead with oil drilling in disputed areas of the SCS.321  
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• In August 2017, Chinese military and civilian vessels deployed to Thitu Island in 

apparent protest of Philippine construction on the islet.322  

• In May 2018, a Chinese helicopter buzzed a boat carrying supplies to the Philippines 

outpost on the Second Thomas Shoal, triggering a formal diplomatic complaint  

from Manila.323  

• Between January and April 2019, several hundred Chinese vessels swarmed a 

Philippines-occupied feature in the SCS.324 The Philippines foreign minister described 

Chinese action as a “clear violation of Philippine sovereignty,” and Duterte threatened 

to dispatch Filipino forces on “suicide missions” unless the PRC vessels dispersed.325 

• In June 2019, a Chinese fishing trawler rammed a Philippine fishing boat anchored 

near Reed Bank, causing the latter to capsize. The Chinese vessel then fled the scene, 

leaving 22 Filipino fishers in the water.326  

In response to these provocations, the Philippine bureaucracy continued to protest PRC actions 

and Duterte himself occasionally threatened military retaliation, but the Philippine president 

did not allow China’s assertiveness to derail his efforts at rapprochement.327 To the contrary, 

Duterte suspended planned construction on a sand bar adjacent to a Philippine-occupied 

island in the SCS, said that Manila owed China “a debt of gratitude,” and insisted that “the 
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South China Sea is better left untouched [because] nobody can afford to go to war.” 328 In  

April 2018, Duterte said that he “loved” Chinese president Xi and needed China “more than 

anybody else.”329  

Washington’s management of an unpredictable ally  

Faced with Duterte’s declared intention of realigning toward China, US officials sought to hold 

the relationship together and avoid antagonizing the new Philippine president. The 

Obama Administration played down Duterte’s comments about separation. President Trump, 

for his part, spoke with Duterte on the phone and on the sidelines of summit meetings. In 2017, 

Trump invited the Philippine president to the White House where he offered his support for 

Manila’s controversial drug war.330 The two leaders issued several joint statements that 

underscored the continued centrality of the alliance and portrayed Duterte as committed to 

its maintenance.331  

Also during the Trump Administration, the US and the Philippines continued to hold high-level 

military and diplomatic talks, including their Bilateral Strategic Dialogue.332 The US continued 

to deliver new military assets to Philippine forces and to conduct combined exercises with 

them.333 Some experts credit the Philippine military’s support for the US alliance as a key factor 

in limiting Duterte’s proposed separation.  
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Despite US efforts to improve the state of the alliance, by the end of 2018 the fate of the 

US-Philippine MDT itself seemed to be in jeopardy. In December 2018, Philippine defense 

secretary Delfin Lorenzana initiated a review of the 1951 MDT, with a view toward assessing 

whether the agreement “is still relevant to our national interest.”334 Lorenzana allowed that 

the goal of the review would be to “maintain it [the MDT], strengthen it, or scrap it.”335  

Senior US officials publicly supported Manila’s review effort. US defense secretary Mark Esper 

remarked, “It's always good to look at these things from time to time, to review, and to clarify 

and strengthen it based on changes in the environment and the world situation.”336 

Simultaneously, Washington sought to reassure Manila of its commitments.337 In February 

2019, for example, Pompeo publicly stated that the MDT would cover conflicts in the SCS, one 

of Manila’s main concerns.338 In November 2019, the US defense secretary reaffirmed that the 

MDT “applies to the entire Pacific region, including the South China Sea.”339  

Whither the Visiting Forces Agreement?  

Notwithstanding Washington’s efforts to stabilize the alliance, in February 2020, the Duterte 

Administration notified the US embassy in Manila that it would begin the termination process 

for the VFA with the US. The VFA is a critical bilateral agreement that provides a legal basis on 
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militarization/2019/02/28/5288768a-3b53-11e9-b10b-f05a22e75865_story.html; Eimor Santos, “DND Eyes 

Review of Mutual Defense Treaty with U.S.,” CNN Philippines, Dec. 20, 2018, 

https://cnnphilippines.com/news/2018/12/20/Philippines-U.S.-Mutual-Defense-Treaty-South-China-Sea-

dispute.html. 

339 Gotinga, “U.S. Defense Chief Favors Review of 1951 Treaty With Philippines.” 
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which US forces operate in the country.340 Although the VFA is distinct from the MDT, several 

Filipino leaders have remarked that without the VFA the MDT would be “useless.”341 The 

US defense secretary made clear that the decision would negatively affect the US in its 

competition with China: “As we try and bolster our presence and compete with them [China] 

in this era of great power competition, I think it’s a move in the wrong direction for the 

longstanding relationship we’ve had with the Philippines for their strategic location, the ties 

between our peoples, our countries.”342 Before this element of the alliance was formally 

dismantled, however, a 180-day notification period needed to pass.343  

Following Manila’s announcement, the PRC’s Foreign Ministry issued a supportive statement, 

and Beijing continued to extend economic aid to the Philippines, including COVID-19-related 

assistance.344 More surprisingly, however, China continued to behave aggressively in the SCS 

during Manila’s 180-day notification period. In mid-February 2020, a PRC naval vessel pointed 

a weapons control radar at a Philippine navy ship, prompting a formal diplomatic protest from 

Manila.345 In March, Beijing established two “research stations” on Chinese-occupied (and 

 
340 Jim Gomez, “Philippines NotifiesUS of Intent to End Major Security Pact,” AP News, Feb. 11, 2020, 

https://apnews.com/article/manila-philippines-us-news-ap-top-news-mark-esper-

969de0066e93fbc26a4e258b7b7eca1d. 

341 Richard Heydarian, The Day After VFA: Saving The Philippine-U.S. Alliance, Asia Maritime Transparency 

Initiative, Apr. 23, 2020, https://amti.csis.org/the-day-after-vfa-saving-the-philippine-u-s-alliance/; Jose Cielito 

Reganit, “Senators say VFA Termination Makes MDT ‘Useless’,” Philippine News Agency  (Feb. 11, 2020), 

https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1093576.  

342 Dzirhan Mahadzir, “U.S. Warns China Will Gain Edge if the Philippines Ends Visiting Forces Agreement,” USNI 

News, Feb. 12, 2020, https://news.usni.org/2020/02/12/u-s-warns-china-will-gain-edge-if-the-philippines-ends-

visiting-forces-agreement; Coconuts Manila, “VFA Termination ‘Move in the Wrong Direction’ Says U.S. Defense 

Secretary Esper,” Yahoo Sport, Feb. 12, 2020, https://au.sports.yahoo.com/vfa-termination-move-wrong-

direction-044753622.html. 
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government-of-the-republic-of-the-philippines-and-the-government-of-the-united-states-of-america-regarding-

the-treatment-of-united-states-armed-forces-visiting-the-philippines-f/. 

344 “Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Geng Shuang's Daily Briefing Online on February 18, 2020,” Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, Feb. 18, 2020, 

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/2511_665403/t1746298.shtml; “Ambassador 

Huang Turned Over China Aid to Foreign Secretary Locsin to Help Fight COVID-19,” Embassy of the People’s 

Republic of China in the Republic of the Philippines, Mar. 31, 2020, 

https://www.mfa.gov.cn/ce/ceph//eng/sgdt/t1759607.htm; “China-Backed AIIB Approves $750 Million Loan for 
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Philippine-claimed) islets in the SCS. In April, China announced the establishment of two new 

administrative districts in the SCS and gave official names to some 80 (mostly submerged) 

geographic features, again prompting official protest.346 Although China’s assertiveness in this 

regard was a continuation of prior behavior during the Duterte Administration, this behavior 

is also somewhat puzzling given that Manila still had time to reverse its VFA decision. 

Meanwhile, US diplomats focused on salvaging the agreement.347 The US ambassador to the 

Philippines acknowledged that Washington was trying to achieve an “improved” or “polished” 

VFA.348 In April, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the US embassy in Manila delivered medical 

supplies and other aid, continued to conduct bilateral and public diplomacy initiatives, and 

sought to project optimism regarding the bilateral relationship.349 These efforts bore fruit. On 

June 1, 2020, Manila suspended the abrogation process.350 In a terse note, the Philippine 

foreign secretary stated only that the decision was made “in light of political and other 

developments in the region.”351 The Philippine ambassador to the US later added that 

developments in the SCS contributed to the suspension, citing “heightened superpower 

tensions.”352  
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Over the next year and a half, as PRC assertiveness in the SCS continued to roil relations with 

the Philippines, Manila suspended the termination process twice more.353 Finally, in July 2021, 

the Philippines fully restored the agreement, ending the extended period of uncertainty over 

its fate and placing the alliance on a surer footing.354  

Summary and assessment 

Chinese statecraft toward the Philippines during the Duterte Administration involved a mix of 

inducements and coercive measures. Presented with a new Philippine leader eager for 

“separation” with Washington, Beijing directed ample economic carrots to further Duterte’s 

domestic development agenda. The PRC also offered several conciliatory gestures to calm 

Sino-Philippine tensions in the SCS. Perhaps surprisingly, however, Beijing maintained its 

overall coercive posture toward key Philippine interests in the SCS throughout the period in 

question, including, curiously, during Manila’s 180-day VFA termination review period.  

The wedging outcomes associated with China’s mixed carrot-and-stick approach toward 

Duterte are, perhaps unsurprisingly, a mixed bag. The US-Philippine alliance is surely weaker 

than it was at the end of the Aquino Administration. Duterte regularly expresses his 

displeasure with the presence of US forces in the Philippines and has limited implementation 

of the EDCA.355 He frequently undermines the US position supporting the Permanent Court 

of Arbitration’s 2016 ruling in favor of Manila and against Beijing in the SCS when he 

disparages the ruling as “just a piece of paper” that he “will throw…in a waste basket.”356 PRC 

aid and investment may indeed have reinforced Duterte’s hostility toward Washington, but it 

is difficult to parse attribution between his preexisting anti-American instincts and 

Chinese statecraft.357  
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Notwithstanding China’s modest wedging gains, perhaps the more notable observation from 

this period is Beijing’s failure to more significantly exploit the opportunity Duterte presented. 

Manila’s February 2020 decision to initiate the VFA termination process presented Beijing with 

a unique opportunity to dismantle a critical component of the US-Philippines alliance. Manila’s 

decision to reverse course on VFA termination may be the result of several factors, notably 

including a Philippine military and public that generally supports the US alliance, but senior 

Philippine officials have also been clear that China’s aggressive behavior in the SCS during the 

review period contributed to the decision.  

Why did China persist in pressuring Manila during this window of opportunity? Beijing may 

not have believed that Manila was serious about terminating the VFA. Maybe past coercive 

behavior that had gone unpunished convinced Beijing that it would not pay a price. 

Alternatively, China may simply have prioritized its other interests in the SCS over wedging 

objectives vis-à-vis the Philippines. Whatever the answer, it is puzzling that the PRC declined 

to moderate its conduct toward Philippine interests in the SCS for a relatively short period of 

time immediately following the announcement. Had it done so, the state of the US-Philippines 

alliance may well be worse than it is now.  
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Part III: Findings, Implications and 

Recommendations 

Part III of this study has two main sections. In the first section, we present our findings 

regarding the types of Chinese and Russian strategies we observe in our cases, their 

effectiveness, and the principal determinants of these outcomes. In the second section, we 

discuss the implications of these findings for US policy and the scholarly literature on alliance 

wedge strategies.  

Overall, the findings in this report present a relatively good news story: for all the hype about 

Russian and Chinese “gray zone” tactics slowly boiling the US like the proverbial frog in a pot, 

we show that Moscow and Beijing generally have a poor record of accomplishment in 

weakening US alliances. Moreover, although their tendencies for heavy-handed approaches 

toward US alliances are not risk-free, they do present opportunities for the US to exploit.  

Research findings 

Key trends in competitor approaches 

Our first research question concerns Chinese and Russian tendencies in their efforts to weaken 

US alliances. Table 1 below depicts our findings regarding the types of strategies we observe 

in each of our cases and the overall outcomes associated with each case. This table points to 

several notable trends in contemporary competitor approaches. 
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Table 1. Case study findings on divider approaches and wedging outcomes 

 
Case 

Divider Approach to Target 

US Alliance 

Wedging 

Outcome 
C

o
n

te
m

p
o

ra
ry

 c
a
se

s 

Russia-Germany 

(2014–2018) 

Reward            Subversion Fail 

Russia-Greece 

(2018–2019) 

Subversion Fail 

Russia-Turkey 

(2016–2019) 

Reward Success 

China-South Korea 

(2013–2017) 

Reward            Coercion 

 

Mixed 

China-Australia 

(2016–2021) 

Subversion           Coercion 

 

Fail  

(+Blowback) 

China-Philippines 

(2016–2021) 

Coercion/Reward 

(simultaneous)  

Mixed 

H
is

to
ri

c
a
l 

c
a
se

s 

Germany-France (First 

Moroccan Crisis 1904–

1906) 

Coercion Fail 

(+Blowback) 

China-Taiwan (First 

Taiwan Strait Crisis 

1954–1955) 

Coercion Fail 

(+Blowback) 

USA-Egypt (Egyptian 

realignment in 1970s) 

Coercion            Reward Success 

Source: CNA. 

First, the dividers in these cases generally evince an initial preference for reward-based 

approaches. Of our six contemporary cases, we observe that the divider initially approaches a 

target with reward-based strategies in four instances (Russia-Germany, Russia-Turkey, 

China-South Korea, China-Philippines). In two of those (Russia-Germany and China-South 

Korea), the divider shifts toward stick-based strategies only after certain triggering events 

expose the limits of its will or ability to accommodate a given target.358 In the  

case of the Philippines, moreover, although we code China’s strategic approach to Manila as a 

simultaneous combination of carrots and sticks, the case study makes clear that China 

welcomed Duterte with open arms and substantive inducements, albeit while continuing to 

assert itself at Manila’s expense in the SCS. In other words, our findings reinforce  

 
358 In the case of Germany, for example, Russia increased its subversive measures against Angela Merkel’s 

government only after events from March through July 2014 led her to conclude that Putin was not serious about 

a diplomatic resolution to the Ukraine crisis. In the case of South Korea, China adopted increasingly harsh 

measures to dissuade Seoul from approving the US military deployment of THAAD in South Korea only after 

repeated North Korean missile tests exposed Beijing’s limited ability to mitigate that threat.  
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the notion that all things being equal, dividers generally prefer to catch flies with honey rather 

than with vinegar.  

But things are not always equal. Indeed, the second key takeaway from Table 1 above is that 

our contemporary dividers have tended to resort to stick-based strategies (coercion and 

subversion) despite whatever initial instinct for accommodation they might have. In our 

six contemporary cases, China and Russia ultimately deployed stick-based approaches  

against all but one target (Russia-Turkey). For China, Beijing deployed stick-based approaches 

in each of our three cases. Even in the Philippines, where one might expect China to have 

tempered its coercive practices considering Duterte’s stated desire to separate from 

Washington, Beijing continued to coerce Manila in the SCS. For Russia, we observe stick-based 

approaches in two of our three cases. Of note, in the cases we examine, Russia’s stick-based 

strategies tend to favor subversive methods whereas China appears more inclined  

toward coercion.  

Wedge strategy effectiveness  

In this section, we address our second and third research questions concerning wedge strategy 

effectiveness. We begin by outlining China and Russia’s poor record of accomplishment 

deploying largely coercive and subversive approaches toward US allies. We then incorporate 

the historical cases into our analysis to expand our data and better contribute to the scholarly 

debate concerning the relative effectiveness of reward versus coercive wedging. We provide 

evidence supporting the argument that reward-based strategies are generally most effective. 

China’s and Russia’s poor record of accomplishment 

The contemporary case data we examine depict a poor record of accomplishment for China 

and Russia. Table 1 points to a record of mostly failure and in some instances blowback, 

although we do observe occasional limited gains. Among our six contemporary cases, only one 

qualifies as a clear success (Russia-Turkey). Three stand out as clear failures (Russia-Germany, 

Russia-Greece, China-Australia). In the two cases involving mixed outcomes, the divider either 

mostly fails (China-South Korea) or achieves far less than what might have been expected 

(China-Philippines). 

China’s and Russia’s limited success in these cases illuminates the relative ineffectiveness of 

stick-based wedge strategies. Indeed, of our six contemporary cases, the divider leverages 

stick-based strategies in five cases (Russia-Germany, Russia-Greece, China-South Korea, 

China-Australia, China-Philippines). The divider ultimately fails in three of those five instances 

(Russia-Germany, Russia-Greece, China-Australia). China enjoys an at-best mixed outcome in 

the case of South Korea, where Beijing failed to prevent the THAAD deployment but 

nonetheless secured a verbal commitment from Seoul to limit certain dimensions of future 

security cooperation with the US. Similarly, although we code the Philippines case a mixed 
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outcome because China secured some modest wedging gains, it is difficult not to wonder what 

potential gains Beijing left on the table by continuing to act aggressively in the SCS for much of 

Duterte’s tenure, including during the formal 180-day VFA termination period. 

In addition to failures, we also identify instances in which a divider’s stick-based strategy 

incurs costs and leads to counterproductive outcomes. The prospect of blowback is notably 

greater in stick-based wedging, in which applying pressure on a target state risks antagonizing 

elite and popular opinion or, in more dramatic instances, provoking balancing responses that 

strengthen rather than weaken an opposing alliance.359 We track, for example, how Russia’s 

subversive activities in Germany following the Ukraine crisis hardened German views toward 

Moscow and similarly how Chinese coercion toward South Korea during the THAAD episode 

harmed Beijing’s reputation in that country. We also highlight instances in which divider 

conduct inadvertently and counterproductively strengthens an opposing alliance both in the 

historical cases of the First Moroccan Crisis and First Taiwan Strait Crisis and in the 

contemporary case of Australia. (In Table 1, we code as blowback only instances in which a 

divider inadvertently provokes a balancing response.) 

Australia stands out as the clearest example of blowback among our contemporary cases. In 

2015, the relationship between China and Australia appeared generally strong, particularly in 

the economic domain. After years of subversive and coercive PRC statecraft, however, the 

relationship between Beijing and Canberra deteriorated to “the lowest ebb since diplomatic 

relations were established in 1972.”360 Australia’s alliance with Washington meanwhile has 

deepened, as evidenced by the strengthening of the Quad and the recent announcement of the 

AUKUS security partnership. Stephen Walt puts it as follows: 

Although what’s going on here is to some degree purely structural…in other 
respects, Beijing has no one to blame but itself. Until recently, Australian 
opinion was ambivalent about the implications of China’s rise: Business leaders 
hoped to preserve lucrative commercial ties, and prominent strategists warned 
that opposing the growth of Chinese power was not in Australia’s interest. But 
China’s increasingly belligerent conduct—especially its unwarranted decision 
to impose a punishing trade embargo in response to an Australian proposal for 
an independent international inquiry into the origins of the coronavirus—has 
triggered a steady hardening of Australian attitudes.361 

  

 
359 Crawford, “Preventing Enemy Coalitions: How Wedge Strategies Shape Power Politics.” 

360 Shaimaa Khalil, “How Australia-China Relations Have Hit 'Lowest Ebb in Decades',” BBC, Oct. 11, 2020, 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-54458638. 

361 Stephen M. Walt, “The AUKUS Dominoes Are Just Starting to Fall,” Foreign Policy, Sept. 18, 2021, 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/09/18/aukus-australia-united-states-submarines-china-really-means/. 
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And that may not be the end of it. As Michael Schuman notes, “China’s tussle with  

Australia could have long-term consequences for its economic ties to other countries.” To the 

extent that these consequences materialize, it suggests a divider’s use of coercion risks 

second-order blowback in third-party states that may fear becoming the targets of similar 

measures in the future.362 

Despite this poor track record, we do observe some instances in which coercive wedging 

generates limited gains. In the South Korea case, China’s heavy-handed response was able to 

generate wedging effects in the form of President Moon’s “Three No’s” circumscribing future 

security cooperation with the US (and Japan). We also recall from our historical case on the 

First Taiwan Strait Crisis that although China’s coercive conduct largely deepened the 

US relationship with Taiwan, it also contributed to Eisenhower’s unwillingness to defend 

certain offshore islands. 

Reward wedging’s relative effectiveness 

As discussed earlier in this report, scholarly opinion is divided on the relative effectiveness  

of reward versus coercive wedging. Our study provides strong evidence that rewards are  

more effective.  

Among our nine total cases, two involve dividers that ultimately emphasize reward wedging 

(Russia-Turkey, US-Egypt). Those two cases are our only instances in which a divider secures 

an unequivocal wedging success. In the contemporary case of Turkey, Russia successfully 

drives a wedge between Ankara and NATO by providing Turkey’s leadership with highly 

valued political support and military sales. In the historical case involving Egypt, Washington 

initially balked at Cairo’s requests for support but ultimately produced Israel’s withdrawal 

from the Sinai Peninsula—Israel’s first-ever withdrawal from occupied Arab territory—and 

lavished Cairo with generous financial aid. In each of our other cases involving rewards, we 

demonstrate that the divider either abandons that approach in favor of coercion or subversion 

(Russia-Germany, China-South Korea) or dilutes its effectiveness with the simultaneous 

application of coercion (China-Philippines). 

Yet note that in those cases in which a divider initially deploys rewards, we indeed observe 

initial or interim successes. In Germany, Putin’s diplomatic overtures to Angela Merkel early in 

the Ukraine crisis initially succeeded in preserving daylight between Berlin and Washington 

regarding how aggressively to confront the Kremlin. In South Korea, we show that Xi’s early 

diplomatic courting of President Park likely played a factor in her year-and-a-half-long  
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hesitation to move forward with THAAD. Why Russia and China switched from reward- to 

stick-based approaches, and why those approaches proved less effective than reward wedging, 

is the subject of our next section. 

Understanding outcomes: the explanatory power of reward 

power 

What conditions promote the success or failure of reward-based wedge strategies? The answer 

to this question comes down to a divider’s “reward power,” or its ability to credibly provide 

benefits to a target on that target’s priority issue(s).363 Recall from our earlier section on key 

concepts and debates that the theoretical literature emphasizes the role of reward power as a 

driver of wedging outcomes. Crawford, for his part, is explicit in this assessment: “Reward 

power is what determines outcomes.”364 This section underscores the extent to which our 

findings reinforce this conclusion. 

To demonstrate the extent to which reward power accounts for the outcomes in our cases, we 

plot each case involving reward-based wedge strategies on the two-by-two chart in Table 2 

below. The left-hand side of the chart is separated by whether a divider enjoys relatively high 

or low reward power vis-à-vis its target, and the top of the chart is separated by whether the 

divider succeeded or failed in securing wedging gains. If reward power holds explanatory 

value, we would expect to see a correlation between high reward power and successful 

wedging outcomes.  

First, although we have already detailed the evidence for our determinations of high and low 

reward power in the case study sections, below we provide a summary of divider reward 

power in each of our cases involving reward-based approaches:  

• In the historical case of US-Egypt, the US has high reward power because, by virtue

of its close relationship with Israel, it was uniquely positioned to facilitate the latter’s

return of the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt. Washington was also able to provide Cairo

significant economic assistance.

• In the contemporary case of Russia-Turkey, Russia has high reward power because

it credibly offered to sell Turkey a high-end air defense system that would meet

Ankara’s long-standing desire for that capability. As an authoritarian government

unoffended by Turkey’s democratic backsliding under Erdogan, the Kremlin was also

relatively well positioned to provide the Turkish president with political support in

the wake of the failed 2016 coup attempt.

363 Izumikawa, “To Coerce or Reward? Theorizing Wedge Strategies in Alliance Politics.” 

364 Crawford, The Power to Divide: Wedge Strategies in Great Power Competition, 176. 
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China-Philippines 

(2016–2021) 

• In the contemporary case of Russia-Germany, Russia has low reward power

because, although Moscow may have been capable of producing a diplomatic

resolution to the Ukraine crisis that Germany’s Angela Merkel desired, Putin

ultimately proved unwilling do so.

• In the contemporary case of China-South Korea, China has low reward power

because, regardless of his true influence over Pyongyang, Xi ultimately proved either

unwilling or unable to work with South Korea to Seoul’s satisfaction to mitigate the

North Korean threat.

• In the contemporary case of China-Philippines, China has medium reward power

because it directed desired economic rewards toward Manila but was either unable or

unwilling to refrain from challenging Philippine interests in the SCS, to say nothing of

accommodating Manila there.

Table 2. Reward power and wedge strategy outcomes 

Success Failure 

H
ig
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rd

 

p
o
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US-Egypt (1970s) 

Russia-Turkey 

(2016–2019) 

L
o

w
 r

e
w

a
rd

 

p
o

w
e
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Russia-Germany (2014–2018) 

China-South Korea (2013–2017) 

Source: CNA. 

Table 2 does in fact show a correlation between high reward power and successful wedge 

strategy outcomes, reinforcing the proposition that reward power is a critical determinant of 

reward wedging outcomes. It also, not incidentally, supports Yasuhiro Izumikawa’s explanation 

in the theoretical literature as to why states choose coercive wedge strategies over 

reward-based strategies.365 Izumikawa argues, and our findings in both the Germany and 

365 Izumikawa, “To Coerce or Reward? Theorizing Wedge Strategies in Alliance Politics.” 
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South Korea cases affirm, that dividers are more likely to adopt coercive wedge strategies 

when they lack the reward power to weaken an opposing alliance through inducements. In 

Germany, the Kremlin transitioned to a strategy of subversion only after Merkel began 

organizing European opposition to Putin, having concluded in the spring and summer of 2014 

that he was not a credible partner. In South Korea, Beijing increased its pressure against Seoul 

only after earlier attempts at diplomacy failed to prevent the THAAD deployment.  

Finally, what factors explain the largely poor record of coercive and subversive strategies 

examined in this study? Because coercion and subversion direct pressure against a target state, 

they risk antagonizing target state leadership and populations or raising target state 

perceptions of threat. Because states generally form alliances in response to perceived  

threats, stick-based wedge strategies can work at cross purposes with wedging goals by 

strengthening rather than weakening an opposing alliance. In our cases, for example, we 

observe (1) stick-based wedging alienating target governments or populations in Germany, 

Greece, South Korea, Australia, and the Philippines, and (2) China’s subversive and coercive  

statecraft toward Australia provoking a clear and counterproductive (from China’s point of 

view) balancing response in which Canberra drew closer to the US.  

The stark failure of China’s and Russia’s coercive and subversive statecraft across our cases 

leads to several implications regarding how US policy should view this “challenge.” 

Implications and recommendations 

Opportunities to exploit competitor stick-based wedging 

America’s national security leaders are correct to express concern that China and Russia seek 

to divide US alliances. Fortunately, our research suggests that Beijing and Moscow frequently 

fail in their efforts to do so—and occasionally strengthen rather than weaken America’s 

“greatest strategic asset.” This failure is in large part because China’s and Russia’s regular use 

of coercive and subversive strategies has alienated otherwise sympathetic or ambivalent 

populations, heightened allied state perceptions of threat, and provoked balancing responses.  

That is not to say that Washington can afford to be complacent. In fact, the risks that dividers 

undertake in executing coercive and subversive wedge strategies present opportunities to 

exploit. As long as China and Russia tend toward coercive and subversive statecraft that others 

find threatening, the US must posture itself to capitalize on current and prospective partner 

nation balancing impulses to bind closer with Washington. By doing so, the US can turn the 

challenge of China’s and Russia’s gray zone activities into an opportunity. 
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A window of opportunity 

Assuming that China’s and Russia’s missteps will continue indefinitely is imprudent. Their 

governments are learning organizations capable of adapting over time. If we can observe their 

poor record of wedging effectiveness, so can they.  

Europe’s widespread opposition to Putin’s February 2022 invasion of Ukraine lays bare the 

strategic costs that dividers prone to coercive wedge strategies risk. Countries that for decades 

have carefully balanced ties between Washington and Moscow have found themselves 

compelled to effectively take sides against the latter. Even before that, the counterproductive 

outcomes associated with China’s aggressive statecraft were also widely noted in public 

discourse, and Beijing, too, finds itself increasingly isolated on the global stage.366 Russia’s and 

China’s current record of coercion thus presents a potentially passing window of opportunity 

to bind closer to our allies and partners and to bind them closer to one another. Washington 

should recognize the potentially transient nature of the current moment and, with urgency, 

capitalize on the present opportunity to deepen its alliances in bold and novel ways. 

In Europe, the US finds its NATO allies expanding their commitments to the Alliance and  

on the precipice of adding highly capable new members. In Asia, too, there are many ambitious 

visions Washington can consider. Former deputy assistant secretary of defense Elbridge Colby 

argues in favor of a “fully integrated, completely reliable multilateral alliance…such as an  

Asian NATO.”367 Mira Rapp-Hooper outlines a vast “reform agenda” for bringing US alliances 

into the 21st century “on entirely new terms.”368 Michael Green and Evan Medeiros write that 

“in the Indo-Pacific today, good [diplomacy] will simply not be enough” and call for a  

“bold and farsighted strategy” of cooperation with allies and partners in a range of  
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economic, development, and security sectors.369 This study on alliance wedge strategies is not 

designed to identify the optimal north star for US alliances; it does, however, underscore that 

the time is ripe for Washington to pursue the more ambitious of its security, economic, and 

political objectives. 

Some, to be sure, may caution against leaning too far forward vis-à-vis allies and partners. After 

the announcement of AUKUS, several analysts raised concerns about alienating Southeast 

Asian nations fearful of getting caught in the middle of the US-China rivalry. The Biden 

Administration should avoid “a self-defeating, militarized concept of great power that pushes 

other potential partners away in bullheaded pursuit of agreement on one issue” read one 

New York Times essay critical of the agreement.370 We acknowledge this risk and agree that 

Washington must take Southeast Asian nations’ concerns seriously and, when appropriate, 

accommodate their sensitivities. Washington should not, however, allow those concerns to 

thwart policies with the potential to position US alliances more competitively over the long 

term. The costs of not advancing US alliances with those states that are most likely to provide 

support in a major crisis or contingency far exceed the gains from tiptoeing around the 

sensitivities of those that are not.  

Another potential concern is the prospect that US alliance building will exacerbate the 

US-China security dilemma and push Beijing closer to Russia and other potential allies  

(e.g., Iran), much like the spiral of alliance building in Europe in the decade or so before 

World War I. Brookings fellow Patricia M. Kim notes, for instance, that Chinese commentary 

“on the significant deepening of Sino-Russian ties in recent years often points to growing 

‘encirclement’ by the West as the primary driver of this development and emphasizes the need 

for Beijing and Moscow to work jointly to push back on U.S.-led coalitions.”371 Kim thus 

cautions the Biden Administration to “consider how its successes in rallying friends could 

impact Beijing’s threat perceptions and unwittingly spur the creation of a rival Chinese-led 

alliance network.”372  

Although we do not dispute this dynamic, the security dilemma with China is already 

pronounced, and the marginal effect of strengthening US alliances is unlikely to lead Beijing in 
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directions it would not otherwise go. Furthermore, adopting a more cautious approach toward 

alliance deepening is unlikely to reassure Beijing. For much of the last 30 years, Chinese 

officials and state-affiliated analysts have almost uniformly characterized US China policy as 

some variant of containment, despite US declarations to the contrary.373 Forgoing the 

opportunity to deepen US alliances will have little, if any, effect on altering PRC perceptions or 

alleviating the security dilemma.  

Nevertheless, China and Russia drawing closer together is cause for concern. The US should 

consider its options to limit and weaken their alignment.374 The findings of this report suggest 

that Washington’s most effective option will likely eventually involve reward-based 

approaches toward either Beijing or Moscow. To be sure, Russia’s ongoing war in Ukraine 

leaves little room for US carrots toward Moscow for the foreseeable future. Given the current 

state of US-China relations, and because the US government has designated China its “pacing 

challenge,” there too Washington may find limited opportunities for near-term 

accommodation.375 Washington may, however, find guidance in its past approaches to the Sino-

Soviet alliance during the Cold War, when it deployed relatively coercive policies toward both 

competitors until fissures in their relationship created reward wedging opportunities.376 

Opportunities to mitigate competitor coercive and subversive 

wedging risks 

Just as China’s and Russia’s statecraft toward US alliances presents opportunity to exploit, so 

too does it call for defensive measures to counter and mitigate associated risks. After all, 

despite stick-based wedging’s limited record of accomplishment, we still observe some gains, 

such as China’s ability to secure South Korean president Moon’s “Three No’s” regarding future 
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security cooperation with the US (and Japan). China’s demonstration of its ability to impose 

significant economic pain on South Korea could conceivably also deter Seoul (and others) from 

future areas of cooperation with Washington. Meanwhile, it is conceivable that subversive 

wedging may works more frequently than we can readily observe. For these reasons, 

Washington should consider the following measures to defend against the effect of competitor 

coercive and subversive wedge strategies: 

• Offset ally vulnerability to divider coercion: The US should work with its allies and 

partners to help them offset their risks to external coercion by reducing their 

vulnerabilities to economic, political, and military pressure.  

• Expose divider subversion: The US and its allies can mitigate the risk of divider 

subversion by monitoring and, as appropriate, exposing it. In our sections on Germany, 

Greece, and Australia, revelations about Russian and Chinese meddling led 

governments that might otherwise be reluctant to penalize Moscow and Beijing to do 

just that. Washington and its allies can also expand multinational cooperation on 

combined capabilities to counter this wide-ranging threat. 

• Strengthen democracy and civil society abroad: This report shows that America’s 

allies are relatively hard targets for would-be dividers. One reason for this is that most 

US allies possess strong democracies, which deprives competitors of several tools 

discussed in this report. Nondemocratic states are subject to US criticism and in some 

cases penalties, presenting Beijing and Moscow with opportunities to provide illiberal 

leaders with political support. The scholar Audrye Wong adds that illiberalism also 

presents opportunities for subversion. “Particularly in countries teetering on the brink 

of authoritarianism,” writes Wong, “carrots that buy off corrupt elites could not only 

help [China] maintain [its] hold on power but also do long-term damage to political 

institutions.”377 Similarly, Michael Kofman and Andrea Kendall-Taylor note that the 

“corruption that Moscow weaponizes to subvert democratic institutions” is “a major 

source of Moscow’s influence abroad.”378 Recalling from our cases German, Greek, and 

Australian resistance to Russian and Chinese meddling, this research reinforces the 

strategic case—in addition to the moral and values-based arguments—for US 

promotion of democracy-building programs that strengthen resilience, transparency, 

accountability, and civil society overseas. 
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Opportunities to mitigate competitor reward wedging risks 

We argue in this report that reward-based wedging is typically a divider’s best option. To 

mitigate the risks of competitor reward wedge strategies against US alliances, the US should 

consider the following steps:  

• Monitor for competitor reward wedging opportunities: The US should monitor for 

areas in which China and Russia can credibly offer US allies rewards of high value, 

especially areas in which Washington is not poised to provide relevant concessions 

itself. The US may not be able to control every outcome, but the earlier it identifies 

such opportunities, the more decision space it can buy to develop tailored responses. 

• Deepen relationships now to raise costs of defection later: The logic of reward 

wedging provides yet another reason for the US to consolidate binding priorities 

sooner rather than later, while China and Russia continue to provoke balancing 

responses. It is easier for a divider to induce a target state to avoid taking a certain 

action (e.g., remaining neutral) than to undo a commitment (e.g., defecting from an 

alliance).”379 

• Cultivate and maintain institutional ties: Ally state domestic institutions can serve 

as powerful restraints on political leaders tempted by divider inducements. In the case 

of the Philippines, for example, we observe that Duterte’s enthusiasm for separation 

from Washington was at least partially dampened by the Philippine military’s strong 

preference for its US relationships.380 Professional ties between security institutions 

remain a powerful means by which Washington can hedge against the political whims 

of rotating leaders. 

A final word 

Just as the US understands its alliances and partnerships provide a geopolitical competitive 

advantage, so too do Washington’s rivals. These relationships therefore present ripe targets 

for competitors to attack, weaken, and divide. To counter this challenge, the US must 

understand how its competitors deploy wedge strategies and what conditions promote 

wedging success, failure, and blowback. This study aims to provide an initial assessment of 

Chinese and Russian wedge strategies, inform policy discussions to counter them, and advance 

the scholarly understanding of this phenomenon more broadly. 
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As always, more research will help. One logical extension of our research is to examine 

competitor wedge strategies targeting US partnerships to assess potential differences in 

divider approaches, target responses, and wedging outcomes that may be due to the existence 

of an MDT. Given this study’s finding about competitor tendencies toward coercive wedging, 

we also recommend dedicated research into the conditions under which coercive wedging in 

particular produces wedging gains. 

As US national strategy continues to emphasize geopolitical competition with China and Russia, 

America’s alliances and partnerships will only grow in strategic importance. US policy-makers 

should thus expect Beijing and Moscow to prioritize efforts to prevent and dilute these 

relationships. By understanding the ways in which they tend to do so, and the conditions that 

promote their success and failure, Washington can better steel itself to defend its greatest 

strategic asset. 
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Abbreviations 

AfD Alternative für Deutschland (Alternative for Germany) 

AUKUS Australia-United Kingdom-United States 

AUSMIN Australia-US Ministerial Consultations 

CCG Chinese Coast Guard 

CCP Chinese Communist Party 

EDCA Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement 

EU European Union 

GMD Guomindang (or Chinese Nationalist Party) 

MDT 

MOFA 

Mutual Defense Treaty 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (China) 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

PRC People’s Republic of China 

SCS South China Sea 

THAAD Terminal High Altitude Area Defense 

UN United Nations 

VFA Visiting Forces Agreement 

VJTF Very High Readiness Joint Task Force 
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